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WHAT'S ON THE COVER
This rendering of the Lawrence
campus adorns more than the
cover of the President's Report.
It can also be found at the
Lawrence site on the World
Wide Web. The address is
http:/ /www.lawrens:e.edu.
When visiting t e site, click in
sequence on the "Life at
Lawrence" link, the "visiting
campus" link, and the "tour our
campus" link. Then click on any
building and see what happens.
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Lawrence University. Articles are
expressly the opinions of the authors
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Microsoft's long--awaited and much--debated release last
month has made the phrase "I do Windows" take oo a whole
•

new meaning. And I, dutifully if a
•

bit apprehensi~ely, attended classes
in our Infor'matiCDn Technology
Center to learn about this new computer product as well as

•

t

others that I might
plausibly use in the
coming 'months and

..

..

years. "Computer literate" is not a descriptor with which 'm
often associated,

·uDE

but I'm trying.

In fact, I'm the kind of guy Calvin Trillin wrote abdut in a
piece entitled "Unplugged," who discovered after his son
I

•

moved out of the house that he had lost the ability to tape.
"I don't know if you've ever tried taping off one of those
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•
concerned are, at best, suspect. I'll
confess that I was optimistic here for a
brief time, when I managed to knock
my daughter off the lower rungs of the
top tep. Tetris scores, but my small
motor control no longer enables me to
claim even. that triumph. I can word
with the best of them, but I
process
.r.
stand a better chance of identifying
the names of New Deal agencies than
telling you the meanings of DOS,
1
RAM,.-CPU, and GUI.
All that being stipulated, as the
lawyers say, I want to devote a portion
of my president's report for 1995 to
the very topic of computing and

' cable boxes 'without a kid around,"
Trillin's friend says, "but it's no joke."
That'~ me, a member of the pre~
microchip generation: someone who
has a VCR, but it's always blinking
12:00. When we got a computer
several Christmases ago as the
family present, my son got i't up and
running without even glancing at
instructions or an operating manual,
played around with it for several days
. . . and then left to go back to
Minneapolis, leaving me holding the
bag, or, in this case, the mouse. So
my bona.Jides as far as computing
and information technologies are

______,
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information technology. As many
alumni from the last thirty years or
so know, computing has been at
Lawrence and in the academic pro~
gram and administrative structure here
since the early 1960s when the college
acquired an IBM 1620 with punch
cards-which were, not to be folded,
spindled, or mutilated-accommodat~
ing one user at a time. In 1971~ 72 the
college moved into the time~sharing
age with the Digital PDP~ 11 series, in
1985 to the VAX series, and most
r~cently to Digital's Alpha series. In
the meantime, microcomputers, both
Macintosh and PC~compatibles, have
become near ubiquitous on campus in
the last decade. Last year, we installed
a computer~based statistics laboratory
in Stephenson Hall and created/ the
Information Technology Center in the
Seeley G. Mudd Library, and this sum~
mer completed computer clusters in
the six large residence halls. Once
fully equipped, these clusters will more
than double the co~puters available
to students at all hours of the day
and night.
So Lawn~nce has been and will
continue to be attentive to our place
in the computer age. Indeed, both a
first iteration of the college's long~
range plan and our Lawrence 150
campaign have identified information
technologies and computing as areas of
great promise and potential for us in
the coming years, and what the one
•
calls for, the other seeks to provide:
the resources to enable us to project
ourselves into that future to the best
possible effect.
While I do not pretend to under~
stand the precise contours of that

•

future in every particular, I have read
and thought enough about such
matters to be at once exhilarated and
concerned. I am exhilarated by what
we can anticipate as powerful tools to
permit faculty to teach and students
to learn in ways heretofore impossible
and at a pace, in some instances,
previously unimagined. To the extent
that the future is a projection of the
present, I can only marvel at how
spaces like our language acqtJ.isitions
lab and our new stat is ·cs lab will
shape and influence our educational
mission. Further, we are already begin~
ning to explore the ways in which
'
access to the information superhigh~
way will enable students and faculty to
connect to information resources
nationally and world~wide and to bring
those resources to bear directly on the
educational mission of the college.
We aspire to be re~onsibly responsive
to these opportunities, and they are •
exciting ones.
In a recent survey of faculty at
1,000 colleges and universities, the •
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
found that the vast majority of them
regarded computing and related
technologies as a significant benefit to
their work as scholars and teachers,
and as having an important positive
influence on the quality of education
for students. That view .surely prevails
at Lawrence, and the faculty, individu~
ally and collectively, will continue to
examine and propose ways by which
these resources can help enhartce
academic purposes of the collegein courses, in student research, in their
own work" and beyond.
But for all of its promise and

me
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100 years ago when he observed the
dynamo at the Columbian Exhibition
and saw in it the end of the world he
had known and the beginning of a
new age of unimagined power and
change. We face a comparable situa~
tion today.
·

potential, the brave new world of
cyberspace and information teehnolo~
gies also gives me pause. To hear or
4read the prognostications of some
people, yve will soon be in a world
where the traditional delivery systems
of education are going to be antiquat~
ed. Time and space and
distance will no longer
' pose significant con~
straints on how and
where we gather infor~
mation, but each of us
will be able to sit "in front
of a computer screen or a
television monitor and
either dial~for~data or
participate in networks
of people like ourselves
in conversation and
investigation of topics of
shared interest. Indeed,
this vision of the future
is a description of the
present in many respects;
projected forward, the
frequency and range of
such electronic educa~
tional opportunities .will
multiply almost exponentially.
Nicholas Negroponte, in his recent
book Being Digital, notes that "in 19-?2
there were only 150,000 computers in
the world, whereas five years from
now, the integrated~circuit manufac~
turer Intel alone expects to be ship~
ping 100 million each year." Those
who have access to the superhighway
will have seemingly limitless possibili~
ties for learning before them. In many
respects, the rapidity and acceleration
of the changes ahead rival the situa~
tion Henry Adams perceived almost
•

Adams's fin de siecle thoughts were
not all positive, and we might have
similar reservations as we approach the
end of the century and the beginning
of a new millennium. One troubling
aspect of this future, for example, is
the presumpt'i or, at least implicitly,
that the true learner~ of the twenty~
first century are going to be autodi~
dacts: men and women who tecrcl:l
themselves, by themselves, calling up
the informati~:m they want, when they
want it. Negroponte, for example,
posits a soon~to~be post~information
•
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The Information
Technology Center in
Seeley G. Mudd Library.
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.. . llllagme a
cyberspace future
in which our kind of
learning community
becomes
marginalized or
may be regarded as
athrowback to the
._ horse and buggy
days of
highe~ education.

age in which "everything is made to
order, and information is extremely
personalized" and that each of us will
become a "demographic unit of one.''
I heard the future, if you will, a
little over a year ago when Professor
Daniel Taylor was interviewed on
Wisconsin Public Rq.dio about the
Perseus Project, an imaginative ahd
exciting CD~ ROM program that helps
teach students about the classical
world. After Mr. Taylor had offered his
enthusiastic description of how he had
used Perseus in his teaching at
'
Lawrence, the interviewer opened
the
phone lines for calls. Among the
callers was a young man who struck
me as an early example of where we
may be headed: he too was excited by
Perseus and other computer~ assisted
marvels. He loved to sit at his comput~
er and connect to information and
data sources here, there, and every~
where. The advantage, he argued, was
that he could get exactly what he
needed-no more, no less. The com~
puter was terribly efficient in th'
respect and as a consequence he didn't
need to waste his time plowing
through m'a terial he would deem
irrelevant to his needs or his qu_estions ..
In his most revealing statement, he
professed that he no longer had
patience wit~ reading books; he simply
wanted on demand and on command
whatever informati'on or answers he
currently sought from the control post
of his computer terminal.
The autodidact, then, may be a
potentially disturbing feature of the
future we know we are moving toward
at high speed. What the new world
of information superhighways and

computers may portend is a world of
isolated individuals, connected to one
another not directly but remotely.
Teachers in this scenario will not see
their students personally, but as images
on a screen. The fascination with
long~distance learning may mean lhat
a student can enroll for a course at
home, participate in a class discussion
thro.ugh his television screen, e~mail
his papers and exams to a teacher
hundreds or even thousands of miles
away, and receive his grade by dialing
the registrar's office on the telephone.
In some ways there is something
' wondrous about such a scenario. But at
the same time, one is tempted to ask
"what's wrong with this picture?" Well,
I can think of two things that are
wrong, though there may be many
more. First is the matter of equity or,
put more pointedly, of the further
emergence of a situation of radically
disparate resources available to differ~
ent groups or classes of people. If we're
entertng this new world of information
technologies, we must be concerned·,
as citizens, that it not exacerbate the
growing spread between the haves and
the have~nots. We can ill afford, as a
society, to permit many fellow citizens
to get left at the station as the Starship
Cyberspace is launched.
On a more immediate level, there is
something wrong with this picture
from the vantage point of die under~
graduate residential liberal arts college.
It too can get left at the station, as it
were, and find itself Quickly relegated
to the sidelines. To change the
metaphor somewhat, Lawrence might
be prepare~ to embrace a future that
will in turn spurn us, or at least spurn

.
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the identity and traditions of under,
graduate education we have long
professed and provided. It is not too
much of a stretch to imagine a cyber,
space future in which our kit\d of
learning community becomes margin,
alized, or may be regarded as a throw,
back to the horse and buggy days of
higher educatiqn. President James
•
Garfield's wonderful image of Mark
Hopkins on one end of a log and the
student on the other may be replaced
by Mark Hopkins logged on to hun,
dreds of students scattered around the
country or globe, none of whom he'll
ever see in person.
Obviously, none of us wishes for
that kind of future and few of us may
perceive it a threat from the vantage
point of 1995. But it behooves us to be
alert to the dangers. If imbedded in the
prospects for the future is a situation in
which real communities are replaced
by virtual communities, in which
commonality is replaced by autonomy,
and (n which gath~ring is replaced by
dispersah then we face stiff challenges.
In a perverse way I clearly am not
advocating, one colil.ld plausibly take
the position that the wisest strategy for
the future-here the metaphor
•
changes again-is to stand against this
tide, not to swim with it, since we may
find it a rip,tide that will sweep us out
to sea in the undertow.
Las~ fall, Langdon Winner wrote a
piece in the Educom Review on this
very topic. Noting that the majority of
college students he saw in class were
young men and women "who have
spent the greater portion of their lives
staring .at tubes of one kind or anoth,
er," fo; whom "the 13,inch diagonal
•

~

screen, not the printed page, offers the
dominant learning environment," he
worried. He was especially worried by
the ways in which he saw higher edu,
cation responding to that phenome,
non-what he called the "If you can't
beat 'em, joirl 'em" principle.
Referring to the ways in w}:li h
many colleges and universities have
come to rely increasingly on video,
taped lectures, two,way interactive
1
video classes, the uses of e,mail, and so
pn, he wrote: "Innovations of this kind
arrive with glittering rhetoric about
educational renewal. Students sitting
at their computers will have access to
the world's greatest lecturers! the
largest libraries! the most exciting
intellectual exchanges! Yes, colleges
will enter the twenty,first century
with cyber~ultural flags flying. But the
dreary condition that underlies it all i's
that more students are going to be
taught by fewer faculty."
"Virtual education
... is an excellent
name for this trend," he goes on. "My
dictionary defines virtual as 'existing
in effect but not in actual fact.' As the
virtual classroom expands, our students
can look forward to receiving what is
almost, but not quite, an education.
The spectacle of a hundred students
sitting in a room together staring at
monitors and seldom if ever coming
face,to,face with a knowledgeable
human b~ing seems to me a counter, ,
feit of higher education. Perhaps they
are being adequately trained, so to
speak, for jobs in today's competitive,
glob 1 market. But are students gaining
a deeper grasp of ideas, theories, and
the craft of in ellectual exploration? I
wonder."
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We should wonder too. High,tech
education is seductively attractive and
promises a kind of efficiency and pro,
ductivity 1n the acquisition of knowl,
edge that seems irresistibly compelling.
But it also may lead 1 u~ to forget or
neglect xhe fact that much learning is
the product not only of accessing and
processing .information system;tically
or even quickly, but of the chance
encounter with the unexpected, with
the leisurely reflection on a problem,
with the serendipitous moment of
insight. ·Speed is not all. The recently
departed Evelyn Wood_may have
devised a way to enable us to read e.
printed page at a vastly accelerated
rate, but that skill did not contribute
markedly to our ability to ::tppreciate
and understand the poetry aRd beauty
of language or the comple~ity and
power of a text. We do well to remem,
ber Woody Allen's boast that he had
taken a ~peed,reading course and had
just conrpleted War and Peace in two
hours. Remarking on what he had
learned from the novel, Allen said,
"It's about Russia."
. Lest the foregoing, suggest that I am
some kind of twentieth,century
Luddite, urging that we smash the
m~chines to preserve a way of life~ let
me assure you that I am not. Such
antipathy toward technology is simply
not an issue at Lawrence. In f~ct, the
planning task force on computing
and technology, which professed its
enthusiasm "about the prospect of
technolog;J:cal innovation in all its
utG>pian splendor," qu~te explicitly
stated that it "tried to conceive of the
future of information technology at
Lawrence less in terms of 'revolution'
t

than as a natural extension of our
long,standing mission as a liberal arts
institution" and sought to "envision a
technological future that consolidates
and enhances La"Vrence's identity as a
community. of learners."
There are many examples of such
consolidations and enhancements in
the course of study today: In addition
to its role as a tool and as a subject in
our mathematics/computer science
1
major, the computer is playing an
increasingly important role i~disci,
plines across the curric\llum. Students
in Professor Timothy Spu-tgin's class on
contemporary critical theory, for exam,
ple, created a hypertext data base that
provides access to information about
literary theory and theorists-a project
designed by studehts for students
ana now available to all. In physics,
students in Professor David Cook's
classes use high,powered workstations
to generate enormovs quantities of
numbers representing, say, the move,
ment of air across an airplane wing in
micro.-second intervals, compile those
numbers into tables, and then translate
them into visual graphical representa,
tions that enable students to tackle
and solve difficult problems with
unprecedented ease.
In the conservatory, students use
• computers to compose, score~ and
arrange musical pieces and to prepare
theory assignments; in the foreign
languages, students use interactive
CD,ROM video programs to explore
the vocabulary, grammar, and culture
of the target language. And in e<;o,
nomics, Professor Corry Azzi will be
establishing an experimentallaborato,
ry that will enable students to simulate

8
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markets and exa~ine their various
behaviors in light of controllable mar~
ket conditions. These examples could
be multiplied many times ove , and
suggest the ways in which information
'
technologies
are indeed being em~
played as "a natural extension" of our
mission in liberal education.
Beyond the curriculum, computing
ha;; helped increase efficiencies in vari~
ous administrative areas and enabled
the college to provide on~ line access to
our own library collections as well as
to library holdings elsewhere. Further,
the college is moving to create a
relational data base for institutional
•
information and statistics, has devel~
oped a college~wide, information
system, and has recently unveiled a
new site on the World Wide Web
(http://www.lawrence.edu).
So there is no interest or intention
here of turning back the clock or of
ignoring the promise and potential of
computing and technology. On the
contrary, we are moving to take best
advantage of these resource§ in the
teaching and learning enterprise (as
well as in the conduct of university
affairs) and I fully endorse and encour~
age these initiat ives.
There are other exciting possibili~
ties as well. The observation and
question of Peter Lyman of Stanford
put the situation this way: "Higher
education is the last social institution ,
primarily organized around print
technology and still resistant to infor~
mat'on technology. Is this testimony to
the strength of the tradition of liberal
education, or a sign of its decline?"
Lyman clearly believes the latter, and
argues that "mass communication and

digital information [are] primary cul ~
tural ,subjects which require critical
attention." Hence, one challenge for
liberal education is to prepare students
to "read" this kind of information
"with crjtical sophistication compara~
ble to the way it teaches students to
read print in the college library or
classroom." In other words, we have
an opportunity and obligation to ,
consider a new epistemology. That is
the kind of challenge Lawrence should
be prepared to meet.
In trying to meet it, however, we
must do so in terms consistent with
our mission and purposes. Lawrence is,
as 'it has been for almost 150 years, a
learning community of teachers and
students. All of the changes of that
century and a half, from recitations to
lectures to seminars to independent
studies; from rote learning to active
learning; from absorbing the results
of research to participating first~hand
in research; from a set curriculum to
an open one, have not altereJ the
essential character of the college as a
community of scholars.
The report of one of our first plan~
ning task forces began by urging that
Lawrence be a mentoring community
for its students, a phrase that suggests
directly the active engagement of fac~
ulty in promoting the learning of every
individual 'tudent. We fnust remain •
true to that calling, even as we move
toward greater utilization of and .
address more critical understandings
about computing and technology. In
sum, our focus must remain on the
student as an independent, creative
individual, but also on the student
as a member of a omm nit1; where
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the discussion of ideas, the criticism
of ideas, and the creation of ideas
take place in discourse, dialogu , and
conversation.
Discourse, dialogue, and conversa~
tion may bt; possible modes of c,ommu~
nication on information networks by
members of virtual communities in
cyberspace. But the special character
of a liberal arts college stems from the
modes of communication we use as
members of a real community in real

I

.

e se to the extent that we provide a
convincing structure for individual
learning." In such a space, the unmea~
· surable stimulation of thought, of
learning, arises.from the simultaneous
and proximate thoughtfulness and
study of colleagues and peers. The
campus is such a space and place, and
we will continue to strive to make it ..
hospitable and central to our mission.
But Lawrence is fortunate to have
another such space and place,

,

•
The new lodge at
Bjorklunden viewed from
the lake shore
(artist's rendition).

•

Bjorklunde,n, our 325~acre northern
campus in Door County. This magnifi~
cent property has be n in Lawrence's
possession for ovet twenty years,
though only a minority of faculty, staff,
students, and alumni have visited it.
Beginning in 1979, we began holding
summer seminars there, many of
them conducted by members of the
Lawrence faculty, for friends of the
college. In addition, a few professors
have taken students there for brief
visits during the last fifteen academic
years. But the lodge could not be used
in the winter months, and so the col~
lege could never take full advantage of
the distinctive resource it had in
Bjorklunden.

space. And so, as we look to our
future, we hav a special obligation to
maintain and enrich real space, space
that is not an image but a place, not
experienced abstractly but directly.
Gerhard Casper's observations about
the university in the coming millenni~
urn speak to this condition. "The
university as a physical space will
remain attractive," he wrote, "to the
extent that we will make it more
valuable to people to interact person~
ally and face to face in learning and
research. Ironically, our future may lie
in going back to the pre~university
Socratic gymnasium as our main mode
of discourse. The university as a physi~
cal space will be superior to anything

10
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What makes Bjorklunden special is
not just the magnitude of the property,
the 3 25 acres, the mile and a quarter
of Lake Michigan shorefront, the
stands of cedar and birch, the expanse
of meadows and fields, though these
are impressive enough. Rather, it is
the fact that Winifred and Donald
Boynton, over a period of several
decades, created there a remarkable
place at what they called Bjorklunden
vid Sjon-the birch forest by the sea.
In the years of W or1d War II, they 1
erected a Chapel, modele on a
Norwegian stavekirke, as a testimony to
peace and the endurance of the human
spirit. In her book Faith Builds a Chapel
Mrs. Boynton gave voice to the senti,
ments and motivations that prompted
that work, work featuring folk paint,
ings, carvings,- needlework, and
furnishings the Boyntons crafted them,
selves. Similar evidences of their
handicraft were found in the lodge
and studio.
Two years ago, the main lodge at
Bjorklunden was destroyed in a fire.
That loss obviously provoked serious
and probing considerations by mem,
bers of the Board of Trustees ~about &e'
future of the property. Recognizing a
fiduciary responsibility to respect the
intentions of the Boyntons when they
gifted the estate to Lawrence, the
board recognized that we had an oblig,
ation to protect the Chapel and to
~ake it accessible to the public. At
the same time, the trustees pondered
the larger question of how Bjorklun,
den fit in the overall mission of
Lawrence as an undergraduate college
of the liberal arts and sciences and
music. And they reviewed as well the

necessity r desirability of retaining all
325 acres.
>"
For reasons contained in the para,
graphs to follow, last fall the trustees
decided to retain the property and
build a new loqge; in the last half
year, we have begun to raise funds to
support that decision; in August we
awarded the building contract; in
September, construction began. By
next summer, then, we will have a
lodge on the estate that will be winter,
ized ard able to accommodate up to
twenty,four summer seminar partici,
pants and up to fifty persons during
the academic year, with spaces for
dining and assembly. AnsJ that
prospect affords us some opportunitie
that I hope all of us associated with
Lawrence will find truly exciting.
We can now transform Bjorklunden
from a seasonal asset to a year,round
component of the college. We will
resume our summer seminar program
there in 1996, to be sure, and that is
welcome news to many diehard
Bjorklunden Seminar participants;
indeed, several of them have kept the
spirit of Bjorklunden alive these past
two summers with an annual seminar
held at other locations in Door
County. But beyond the resumption of
the seminar program, we now hav.e the
opportunity ,to make Bjorklunden far
more integral to Lawrence's education,
al mission, not an add,on, but a defin,
ing char(\cteristic of the college into
the future.
As a physical setting, Bjorklunden
provides a place that enables and
encourages people to confront them,
selves and others on a personal scale,
one that is and will be at sharp
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contrast to the isolation of the autodi~
dact or the anonymity of mass culttJ.re.
A year ago, I received the annual pres~
ident's letter from Bob Atwell, presi~
dent of the American Council on
Education. He had spent several weeks
on the shores of Lake Champlain,
where, he said, "11 man contributions
for good or ill pale before the magnifi~
cence of nature. I am struck by how
much we city folk crave the natural
beauty," he went on, "and I wonder
why we choose. to experience so little
of it." Atwell's observation may be an
unconscious echo of John Muir's obser~
vation regarding the topographical
features of Yosemite:
. "There is some
deep personal distillation of spirit and
concept which mo Ids these earthly
facts into some transcendental emo~
tional and spiritual experience."
• These notions have a bearing here.
I do not want to wax poetic and
sentimental about nature and natural
beauty; nor am I about to suggest that
Bjorklunden is a place where we hold
hands in a circle and sing "Kumbaya."
But we should not dismiss the capacity
of Bjorklunden to effect in us senti~
ments that help make us whole. I do
not want to igno"re the very real sense
of peace and serenity that Bjorklunden
affords, as these human needs are met
with dec~asing regularity in the mod~
ern, digitized, high~tech world. What
Winifred Boynton called "a sanctuary
for all," "far removed from confusion
and aggression," Bjorklunden can serve
an aspect of our mission in a distinc~
tive and important way.
In connecting Bjorklunden to the
mission of the college, in making it a
strong complement to our educational

program, we are venturing to some
extent into new territory,· both literally
and figuratively. Yes, we have had pos~
sessidn of that magnificent site for
twenty years, and yes we have been
conducting summer seminars since
. 1979. And even yes, many of those
who have experienced Bjorklunden
have argued passionately and persua~ ·
sively that it can serve admirably as a
special extension of our brand of liber~
..
al educatiol\ But for all of those yeses,
we have not heretofore found a way to
make the Fase that Bjorklunden could
become an integral and ongoing part
of our u~dergraduate college.
.
In making that case now, we will
need to avoid several pitfalls. First, it
would be inapproprtate to arg~e that
Bjorklunden is simply a "retreat," a
place to "get away" from the trials and
tribulations of the campus culture.
Second, and conversely, it would· be
inappropriate to argue that Bjorklun~
den should be transformed into a
'
separate venue for the academic
program of the institution.
Let me explain. Bjorklunden is not
to be simply a retreat where groups of .
students, or faculty, or staff, or combi~
nations thereof hie for a weekend in
the woods, to commune with nature.
And to say that Bjorklunden is not
another venue for the curriculum is to
say that, while individual faculty and
departments have already proposed
some imaginative and exciting uses of
Bjorklunden for the conduct o( the
academic program, and while
Bjorklunden offers us an ideal site for
such uses, those uses alone would not
justify the trustees' decision to retain
the property and build a new lodge.
~
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We could rent other spates if we want~
ed to conduct some aspect of the acad~
ernie program "off~site," and there are
other settings for field studies in biolo~
gy or geology.
At the same time, a number of fac~
ulty members-several of whom have
no prior experience at Bjorklunden- '
have proposed some very promising
uses of the place for the teaching and
learning mission of the college. We
.
I
should certatnly encourage and enable,
such uses, whether they be, for exam~
ple, immersion weekends in the for~
eign languages, chamber music oppor~
tunities, a base for science field trips,
discussion groups on post~graduate
choices, or any of a number of e1ther
possibilities-'- including some that ~ill
be free~form and spontaneous. The
faculty is certain to devise many other
creative proposals along these and
similar lines.
But my vision for Bjorklunden takes
I
a different and more ambitious tack. I
•
pr-Opose that Lawrence commit itself to
a program that would guarantee every
student an opportunity for a Bjorklun~
den experience at some point in his or
her undergraduate career. Rath~r than
leave it to the initiative of individuals
or groups to go to Bjorklunde0- or to
the happenstance of which faculty I
have integrated activities at Bjorklun~
den into their courses in which term, I
urge us to e'xplore and create ways to
ma\e Bjorklund~ a part of what it
means to be a Lawrence student and
to participate in our brand of liberal
education.
This exploration a11d creation will
be effected only to the extent that
there is broad participation of students

and faculty in determining the content
and contours of what I've called a
Bjorklunden experience anti in clevis~
ing the program to deliver it. As part
of his new duties as Dean of Off~
Campus Programs, Dean Charles
Lauter will have the responsibility to
convene conversations about such a
program with members of the commu~
nity and ~o work with a committee of
faculty and studel}tS to propose the
ways in which we might proceed to
implement one.
We can imagine, for example, that
the Bjorklunden experience would
consist of a reprise of Freshman
Studies, in which students would
reconvene in their sections for a week~
end in, say, the junio:P'year to discuss
an assigned reading-perhaps an
article-and to reflect on the meaning
'
and import of Freshman Studies
two
years later. We can imagine also, for
example, that the Bjorklunden com~
mittee would propose a ther:ne or topic
for a given year, the investigation and
pursuit of which would be undertaken
at Bjorklunden. !n my view, such a
to11ic or theme would not be "academ~
ic" in the narrow sense, but would
focus on issues involving civic con~
cerns, personal ~alues, "big" questions,
and the like. There would be assigned ~
readings and faculty partkipants,
though the purpo e would be conver~
sation, not instruction.
•
Precisely how Bjorkh1nden is used
to serve Lawrence students is less
important in my mind than ensuring
that a Bj(?rklunden experience
becomes a thoroughly memorable and
distinctive component of a Lawrence
education. The fond memories that
•
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Lawrence alumni have for Freshman
good. Those aspirations must continue
Studies or for the London program,
to inform our mission. For us, liberal
"'
for example, would thus be extended
education is not only a matter of the
to Bjorklunden. The universality of
intellect. It is a matter of the individ,
a Bjorklunden experience would be
lf'al self, alan~ and with others. Again,
a common bond shared by all
Gerhard Casper frames the case well:
Lawrentians, a memorable, even a
"The residential version of the
pivotal moment in their undergraduate
Ameri~an college may have no equal
years. And just'"as the London Center
in challenging the familiar; in chal, '
affords som~ students a distinctively
lenging prejudices and values; in creat,
memorable experience away from the
, ing uncertainties; in bringing about
home campus, so would Bjorklunden • new ways of relating to one another.
for each and every Lawrence student.
Its emphasis on socialization and peer
•
At bottom, then, Bjorklunden has
interaction,. in the eyes 'of many, make
the college environmeny, as distin,
rich potential to serve .as a distinguish,
ing feature and asset of Lawrence. In a
guished from the college curriculum, a
•
world that threatens at once to be
formative and formidable experience
•
characterized by atomization and mass
that is valued in its own right." In the
culture, it offers the kind of setting ~
high,tech future, we will need to be
and sanctuary that can afford members
even more vigilant and diligent in
of the Lawrence community special
promGting those values, on the campus
opportunities for reflection, renewal,
and at and through Bjorklunden.
and refreshm~nt, to engage themselves
So I hope that in the coming years
and each other in meaningful and pur_.
the Lawrence community will take full
poseful ways, and to be touched and
and imaginative advantage of the
uplifted by what Donald and Winifred ·
power and promise of computing and
Boynton accomplished and intended
information technologies, and will find
there. It is, sadly, reasonable to expect
ways for those resources to enable us to
perform our tasks in liberal education
that spaces such as Bjorklunden will
in new and enriching ways. But I hope
grow more and more rare with time.
as well that w will also go back to the
Lawrence is thus the steward of a pre,
cious and unique place, and it is more
future, as it were, using Bjorkluu,den to
he-lp us find new ways to make person,
than an opportunity, it is really our
al engagement with self and others a
obligation, ~o make Bjorklunden a part
rich aJ d vital component of a
of what it means to be a Lawrence
Lawrence education. As we do, we will
student.
I
help make this college an even better
In welcoming new students each
September, I tell them that our aim at
and more distinctive institution for
Lawrence is to treat them not as dis,
ourselves and for those who will follow
embodied minds, but as persons, that
us in the years ahead.
'
.
we care about the ways in which they
conduct their lives, interact with
others, and contribute to the common
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·Financial Res·Its
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The 1994,95 fiscal year presented
several financial challenges to
Lawrence University. First, enrollment
was below projections, creating a
reduction in anticipated tuition rev,
enue. Second, interest rates rose high,
er than budget projections, raising the
cost of debt service. Third, investment
returns in the third and fourth quarters
of 1994 were relatively weak, thereby
negati~ely impacting endowment
growth. However, through the cooper,
ation of facu~ty and staff and with
significant increases in gifts and grants
in support of operations, Lawrence
University's long tradition of b..alanced
budgets and improved financial
' h remains intact for the six, '
strengt
teenth consecutive year.
Total university revenues of $45.8
million were slightly behind the record
pace of $46.1 mil1iqn in 1993,94.
Total expenditures and deductions,
.meanwhile,·were slightly ahead at
$41.0 million as compared to $40.7
million in 1993,94. The results provid,
•
ed the university with an increase in
net worth of $4.8 million. As of June
30, 1995 the net assets of Lqwrence
University were $116.1 million, with
total assets standing at $146.6 million.
As of June 30, 1995, the market
, value of the university's endowment
had grown to $89.5 mil\ion, reflecting
a net annual return of 9.5 percent on
the endowment in the past year. That
return was lower than anticipated
because of losses incurred by The
Common F~nd through a well,
· publicized series of unauthorized trades

at First Capital, one of..the fund's
managers, that resulted in a $138
millio loss.
Lawrence's
portion of
that loss is

. $749,000 . .
Wh1le we
are greatly ·
concerned
by this
episode,
we also
recognize
that as a
charter
member
of The
Common
Fund,
Lawrence
has benefit,
ted from an extraordinary historic rate
of return, receiving an annualized 18~
percent over the past thirteen years.
The Common Fund has implemented
a number of strategies to ensure thatthe unfortunate aberration of the First
Capital situation cannot be \epeated.
Lawrence continues to manage its
financial responsibilities using fund
acco~nting principles and, as such,
u~es the current fund as' its principal
annua_l operating account. Whereas
total revenues identified above include
the endowment fund, annuity and
living trust funds, loan funds, and
plant and equipment fungs, it is from
the current fund that one can read
the principal story of the management

-
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William Hodgkiss,
vice president for business
affairs and administration,
in the lounge of Shattuck
Hall of Music.
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Chart A: Assets
Cash and
Short-term Investments
• $3,635,299
!.61%

of the ongoing operations of the
university.
Revenues associated with the
current fund include tuition and fees, ...~
gifts and grants useq within this fiscal
period, endowment distributions, and
auxiliary services, totaling $35.9
million, an increase of 3. 75 percent or
$1.3 million over 1993~94, The most
signtficant shift in revenue between
1993~94 and 1994~95 was a decrease in
tuition and fees, which was fortunately
offset by the increase in gifts and
grants. ·Tuition, which accounts f(i)r
53.5 percent of current revenue, was
down slightly from 56.4 percent in
1993~94, while gifts and grants attrib~
uted to the current fund increased by
44 percent, fr9m $2.7 million to $3.9
million. Other revenue sburces
remained relatively stable.
Expenses of the current fund reflect~
ed an increase in debt service of 18.6
percent due to rising interest rates.
Instruction and research, which grew
to $10.5 million, reflected the largest
dollar increase of $695,000 (up 6.6
percent). For the first time in seven
years, financial aid expenditures did
not reflect a double~digit increase; 'in
fact, the growth was less than 1 per~
cent. Auxiliary services reduced
expenses by a significant 10.7 percent
or $463,000. That savings, coupled
with the controlling of .financial aid
expenses apd the increase in gift
income, were the major factors
enabling Lawrence University t6 end
the year ~ith a balanced budget.
The university and the business
office staff have been actively involved
in the follow~through of several rec~
ommendations resulting from the
strategic planning process. Major
strides have been made in the areas of

..

..

Plant and Equipment
$33,068,179
25.18%
Other Assets
$2,231,331
1.60%

I

Other Receivables .
$817,091
•
.59%
Student Loans
$!,617,224
1.88%

.
Investments
$94,893,607
68.14%

Chart B: Liabilities/ Fund Balances
Accounts Payable
$6;300,748
4.52%

Plant Funds
$20,726,919
14.88%

Annuity Funds
$1,596,190
1.15%

Bonds Payable
$16,831,000
\2.09%

•"

'

Current Funds
$1,726,871
1.24%
Loan Funds
$2,578,342
1.85%
Endowment Funds
$89,502,661
64.27%
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•
computer technology, including broad~
ranging equipment upgrades, creation
of a campus~wide information system
serving also as Lawrence's point of
presence on the World Wide Web,
the construction of an information
technology center and the develop~
ment of a related training program, a
major upgrade of central administra~
tive and academic host computers, the
development of a computer lab for
statistics, and many other smaller
projects designed to enhance the over~
all level of technology on campus.
Many recommenda.tions relative to
employee development have also been
instituted, inclw:ling implementation
of performance reviews, introduction
of a salary a<J.ministration program,
and an improved job notice posting
process. The university also undertook
the challenge of developing, in con~
junction with Sasaki Associates, a
comprehensive campus plan identify~
ing the immediate physical needs of
the colllge and providing a set of
recommendations and gui'Clelines to
assist in the future development of
campus facilities.
On behalf of the Lawrence
University Business Office, I am
pleased to extend my sincere thanks
to all the contributors to this year's
success. From student workers to
administrative staff, the commitment
to strengthen the college is evident
throughout our operations.

•

Chart C: Current Fund Revenues

•

Other Sources
$1,784,912
4.96%

Gifts and Grants
$3,891,719
12.59%
Endowment Distributions
$5,160,792
14.36%

Auxiliary
$5,019,154
13.97%

Government Grants
$847,398
2.74%

Tuition and Fees
$19,220,853
53.19%

•
I

Chart D: Current Fund Expenditures
Auxiliary
$4,134,906
11.52%
Financial Aid
$8,808:086
'27.72%

Instruction
$9,909,731
31.19%

Debt Service
$956,350
3.01%

Research
$620,802
1.95%

William Hodgkiss
Vice President for Business.Affairs
and Administration

Academic Support
$1, 63,856
Student Services
4.51%
$1,614,301
5.09~
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·Physical Plant
$2,684,463
8.45%
Institutional
Adrrrinistratiop
$5,745,184
18.08%
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Fund Raising
Fund raising results at Lawrence for
the 1994,95 fiscal year, which ended
on June 30, continued the strong trend
of recent years. At just under $8 mil,
lion ($7,987,195to be €xact), #it stands
as the third,best year for gift income in
Lawrence's history, after last year
($11.5 million) and 1988,89 ($8.5
million). Annual fund receipts wer~
• particularly strong, with The Lawrence
. Fund achieving a n~w record at $2. 6
million. That level of support, when
combined with other unrestricted and
budget,relieving restricted gifts,
brought the total contribution from
gift income to the operating budget o
$3.3 million (against a budgeted level
of $2.275 million).
Within The Lawrence Fund,
support from alumni and from corpora,
tions/foundations was ,particularly
strong. In the former case, the
response to milestone reunion giving
programs focusing on expendable
scholarships was overwhelming. The
lOth, 25th, 40th, and 50th reunion
classes raised a total of $782,000 and
tripled their Lawrence Fund contrib
tions, giving and pledging more than
$250,000 in additional funds for
scholarships. As a result, ten members
of the Lawrence Class of 1999 matric,
ulating this fall have received reunion
scholarships bearing the names of the
Lawrence classes of 1944, 1945, 1946,
1955, 1970, and 1985 and the
Milwaukee,Do~ner classes of 1945 ·
and 19.55. The·Trustee Challenge for
Reunion Giving gave a significant
boost to these efforts.

pne significant effect of the
reunion giving program, and of our
efforts to expand membership in The
Founders Club and encourage present
members to increase
their support, is an
increase in the aver, .
age Lawrence Fund
gift. Alumni gave
$166 on average
this year to The
Lawrence Fund (as
compared with $129
last year). The aver,
age Lawrence Fund
gift from individuals
(alumni, parents, and
\ friends), reached
$172, up from $146
last year. While the
number of alumni
donors was down in
comparison with last ·
year, we did receive
support from 50 per,
·cent df solicitable
alumni and rank
tw~ntieth in the
country on this important index of
alumni loyalty.
Buoyed by several Lawrence 15 0
commitments, support for the operat,
ing budget through The Lawrence
Fund from corporations and founda,
ti.ons set a new record at $689,000.
Instrumental here were Kimberly
Clark's commitment to underwriting
our performing arts series; Aid
Association for Lutheran's sponsorship ·
o the Artist Series; the Chiang

Gregory A Volk,
vice president for development
and external affairs, in the
Lawrence University greenhouse.
'
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Ching~ kuo

Foundation's support of a
new position in Chinese language
instruction; and an expendable gift for
scholarships from the Westinghouse
Fouadation.
Of the $8 million received, $3.1
million was directed to the endow~
ment, $932,QOO to plant projects,
notably Bjorklunden reconstruction
and Shattuck Hall, and $540,000 was
received as life~income gifts, to be kept
invested until the income is no loi).ger
needed for its beneficiaries. Notable
endowment gifts included initial gifts
for or continuing support of the Ruth
Baldwin Barker and Hartley B. Barker
.Scholarship; the Bonnie Glidden
Buchanan Chair; the William E.
Buchanan Memorial Scholarship; .the
Charles U. and Marjorie Mehne
Culmer Scholarship; the James Land
Judith Walsh Fetterly Scholarship; the
Kohler Scholarship Fund; Menasha
'Co.cporation Ensemble Fund in the
Conservatory; the F. Ward Rosebush
Scholarship; the Jane Shepard
Scholarship (for a student of piano);
the Strzelczyk Family Scholarship; and
the Wenberg Family Scholarship (for
conservatory students).
Receipts from trusts and estates
again exceeded $1 million, reflecting
estate provisictns made during their
lifetimes notably by Harriet Hibbard
Armstrong, '32; Charles U., '32, and
Marjorie Mehne, '33, Culmer; Lucile
Gudger; Myra Macinnis, '20; Earl C.
and Irene R. Stecker; and Charles W.
Wolf, '30. All these commitments and
many others received during the 1994~
95 fiscal year (including every gift for
The Lawrence Fund) have advanced
the Lawrence 150 campaign substan~
tially closer to its goal Qf raising $60
million by June 30, 1997. Whereas a

)

•

'

year earlier, the total of gifts and
pledges for Lawrence 150 stood at
$30 million, on June 30, 1995, the
campaign t tal was $41.2 million. In
addition to those gifts and pl~dges
mentioned above, the campaign was
significantly advanced by support ft:om
the Research Corporation (physics
department development grant);
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Co.; Arthur Vining Davis Foundations
(Excellence in Science endowment
fund); Robert J. Schaupp, '51
( Schaupp Family Scholarship); Mr.
and Mrs. Verne R. Read and the
Chapman Foundation; Shirlee
Emrhons Baldwin, '45; Ruth, '54, and
Hartley Barker (Bjorklunden);
Marjorie Olsen Chandler, '44; Brent,
'78, and Nina Pearce, '82, Erensel;
Richard and Barbara Gunderson;
Robert, '40, and Margy Leverenz (in
ho~or of his 55th class reunion); the
Menasha Corporation; Jane Shepard;
and Marion M. Smith, M~D '35.
Lawrence's ability to conduct its
missi-on with continued distirtction
r
and to offer its students an undergrad~
uate education of the first rank depend
•
intrinsically on the generosity and
foresight of its alumni and friends. The
results of 19'94~95 demonstrate once
again the high degree of affection and
loyalty those constituents feel toward
the college. We are grateful for those
sentiments and for the support they
engender. Thank you.
'·

Gregory A. Yolk
Vice President for Development
and External Affairs
20
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Faculty and .Academic Initiatives
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Faculty Creative and Scholar yAchievements
'

. •
JANET ANTHONY
associate professor of music
Performed: Joint recital with Matthew Michelic and

ALICE KING CASE
lecturer in art, supervtsor, art education
Awardee\: Merit Award/Drawing: The Milwaukee

Christina Dahl, Paine Art Center, Oshkosh, Wisconsin,
•
November 1994.
Performed: With the Lawrence Chamber 1Players,
Elvehjem Museum, Madison, Wisconsin, January 1995.
Performed: With the Lawrence Cello Ensemble, a pro~
gram of works written for the group since 1987, MacPhail
Center for the Arts, Minneapolis, Minnesota, April1995 .•

lnstitt te of Art and Design, Layton Gallery, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin; Merit Grant: Vermont Studio Center;
1
Lawrence University Research Grant.
Invited: Participated in invitational exhibitions entitled
Alumni Artists of Coe College, Dow Fine Arts Center, Coe
College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, October 1995; and For
Women Only •. Nicolet College, Rhinelander, Wisconsin,
February 1995.
Exhibited: Breaking the Silence, Central Wisconsin
Women's Caucus for Art, Lawrence University; Beauty
and the Beast and Other Fables, Wisconsin Women in the
Arts, University of Wisconsin, Wisconsin Union Art
Gallery; Getting There is Half the Fun, Neville Public
Museum, Green Bay, Wisconsin, February 1995;
Outstanding Artists of Wisconsin; May 1995.

RICHARD BJELLA
associate profe)sor nf music, conductor of the
concert chmr
Conducted: Wisconsin Ambassador Choir at the
Rudolfinull). in Prague, as well as at the American Church
in Paris, and Westminster CathedraL
Named: President of the Wisconsin Choral Director's
Association for 1995, and chairman of the Visions
Committee.
Released: A Time for Remembrance, a compact disc of
music commemorating the victims of the Holocaust; the
disc was noted in a t1ay 1995"'Chronicle of Higher

GEORGE E. DAMP associate professor of muszc and um1:ersit;y organtst
Presented: "An 1815 Broadwood Fortepiano for Lawrence
University: Discovery, Restoration, and Deployment,"
Midwestern Historical Keyboard Society, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, 0ay 1995, with Edward Swenson.

Education.

' KENNETH W. BOZEMAN
tnnfessor of muszc
Performed: Bach's Cantata 151 , Historical Keyboard

JAMES H. DECORSEY
assistant professor of music
•
Awarded: D.M.A from Yale University, May 1995.
Performed: Principal French horn, Green Bay Symphony

S ciety of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, December 1994.
Performed: Gounod's Messe Solennelle, with The
Manitowoc Symphony Orchestra, Manitowoc, Wisconsin,
May 1995.
Performed: Faculty recitals at Lawren~e University,
including duets and songs of Robert Schumann, Ravel's
Don Quichotte a Dulcinee, Britten's Canticle II, songs of
J .S. Bach, and songs and duets by Purcell and Monteverdi;
Stravinsky's Les Noces with the Lawrence University
Concert Choir.
•

Orchestra,

Orchestra, BcM.timore.
Contributed: Liner notes for the recording Witness,
Volume I: Spirituals and Gospels, Collins Classics 14492.
Interviewed: By Steve Menscher, National Public Radio;
by Georg H~rsch, for broadcast on West Deutsch
Rundfunk, Cologne.
Honored: Named Distinguished Alumnus for 1994~95,
University of Miami.
·

"Kierkegaard and Anti~Rationality," Society
for Asian and Comparative Philosophy Section of the
American Academy of Religion, November 1993 (inad~
vertantly omitted from last year's President's Report).
Published: "A Response to Michael Quirk," Soundings 77,
pp. 225~231, 1994 (inadvertantly omitted from last year's

President's Report) .

A

Lawren~e

DOMINIQUE,RENE DE LERMA
<
visiting profes·wr of music
Published: "Opera," in The Oxford Companion to African~
American Literature; "'Breaking the Color Barrier," in
Overture Vol. 79.3, pp. 14~16, The Baltimore Symphony
e
I

Pre~ented:

'

season.

Faculty Woodwind Quintet, November 1994, and the
Lawrence Faculty Brass Ensemble, March 1995.

KAREN L. CARR
•
associate professor of reltgious studies

•

1994~ 199 5

Performed: Many recitals, including with the
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Concert Choir also performed with
Musica Sacra, jazz great Dave Brubeck,
the National Choir of Israel, and at
regional and state conventions of the
American Choral Directors
Association. Las March, the choir
appeared at the National Kodaly
Music Educator convention in
Minneapolis, Minnesota. Bjella,
president~elect of the Wisconsin
Choral Directors Association, has
guest conducted more than 300
different festivals and choral work~
shops and last summer conducted the
Wisconsin Ambassador Choir in
Prague, Lucmne, Paris, and London.

Associate Professor of Music
, who joined the
faculty in 1984, is director of choral
studies and heads the vocal music
education area in the Lawrence
Conservatory of Music. In addition, he
serves. as conductor of the Concert
. Choir, the Chamber Singers, the Vocal
Jazz Ensemble, and the Lawrence
Choral Society. Under his guidance,
the Jazz Singers were cited by Down
Beat magazine for "outstanding perfor~
mance" in 1992. Last April,· the
Concert Choir released a compact disc
entitled A Time of Remembrance, a
moving ,musical tribute to the children
who died in the Holocaust. The

•

I

•
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A member of the Lawrence faculty·
since 1968, Professor of Physics
I
I
• has
played a lead role in developing
Lawrence's Physics Department into a
nationally~recognized model of under~
graduate teaching excellence. A spe-cialist in atomic physics, spectroscopy,
and laser science, Brandenberger was
the principal author of a proposal that
resulted in a $300,000 Department
Development Award from Research
Corporation in December, 1994. He
has received more than twenty
research grants and fellowships from
the National Science Foundation and
the Fulbright Foundation, among
others, generating more than $300,000

worth of research--grade equipment to
build Lawrence's "Laser Palace." Since
1987, Brandenberger has coordinated
Lawrence's laser physics workshops,
featuring two days of hands~op experi-mentation for forty 6f the country's top
high school science students each year.
· Active in the American Physical
Society and the Council on Under~
graduate Research, Brandenberger is
spending the 1995--96 academic year
on a sabbatical at MIT conducting
experimental atmnic physics~research
involving highly.-excited atoms. He
received Lawrence's Excellence in
Teaching Award at the 1995 com,
mencement.

'
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BART T. DE STASIO, JR.

MERTON D. FINKLER

assistant professor of biology

associate professor of :conomics

Received: National Science Foundation Reseamh
Opportunity Award, "The Relationship Between Size
Distribution of Algal~Sized Particles and Fundamental
Aquatic Ecosystem Properties."
Received: National Science Foundation and Council on
Undergraduate Research, Summer Undergraduate
Research Experience Fellowship, "Ecological Genetics and '
the Emergence from Dormancy of Daphnia p,ulex
Populations," with Elizabeth Hillebrand, Class of 1995.
Received: National Science Foundation lnstrumtentation
and Laboratory Improvement Program grant, "Scanning
Electrorr Microscopy in the Undergraduate Laboratory,"
(
with Bill Perreault, George Glavee, Susanne Lee, and
George Smith.

Presented: "The Search for Cost~ fectiveness in Medical
Service Delivery: Methods and Data Requirements for
Decision~Making," at a conference entitled Pricing to
Prosper in Today's Health Care Environment, University of
Iowa, November 1994.
Presented: "The Outcomes Movement and Implications
for Practice," at a conference entitled The Changing Face

' STASIO
ELIZABETH A. DE
.
~sistant

of Health Care: Management Innovations all Health Care
Professionals Should Know About, University of Wis,consin,
Green Bay, March 1995.

ALLEN GIMBEL
assocwte professor of m;tsio
Honored: American Society of Composers, Authors, and
Publishers Special Aw.ard.

'

GEORGE N,. GLAVEE

professor of biology

•

assistant professor of chemistry

Received: Continuing supporr-from the National Science
Foundation for her project, "The Role of Myosin Heads in
Muscle Assembly."
Published: Five abstracts, all co~authored by Lawrence
4
undergraduate students.

Published: "Chemistry of Borohydride Reduction of lion
(II) and Iron (III) lcms in Aqueous and Nonaqueous
Media. Formation of Nanoscale Fe, feB, and Fe2B
Powders," Inorganic Chemistry, Vol. 34, p. 28, with-K.J.
l<labunde, C.M. Sorenson, G.C. Hadjipanayis, 1994.
·,
Published: "Borohydride Reduction of Nickel and Copper
JAMES S. EVANS .
Ions in Aqueous and Nonaqueous Media. Controllable
professor of chemistry and computer science
Chemistry Leading to Nanoscale Metal and Metal Boride
Published: "Structural Determinants of Substrate
Particles," Langmuir, 10, p. 4 726, with K.J . Klabunde,
Selection by the Human Insulin Receptor Protein~
C.M. Sorenson, G.C. Hadjipanayis, 1994.
Tyrosine KiNase," European Journal of Biochemistry, Vol.
Published: "Erkapsulated Nanoparticles of Iron Metal,"
226, pp.' 525~536, 1~94, with N.E. Keane, A. Chavanieu,
Chern. Mater., 6, p. 784, with K.J. Klabunde, D. Zhang,
P.G. Quirk, B.A. Levine, B. Calas, 'L. Wei, and L. Ellis.
Published: "The Bind~ng of Distinct Segments of Actin . • C.M. Sorenson, G.C. Hadj;ipanayis, 1994.
to Multiple Sites in the C~ Terminus of Caldesmon:
Comparative Aspects of Actin Interaction with Troponin
PETER s: GLICK
I and Caldesmon," Biochemistry, Vol. 34, pp. 1893~ 1901,
associate professor of psychology
1995, with D. Momet, A. Bonet~Kerrache, Q.M.
Published: "Ambivalence and Stereotypes Cause Sexual
Harassment: A Theory with Implication§ for
Strasburg, V.B. Patchell, S.V. Perry, P.A.J.. Huber, S.B.
Marston, p.A. Slatter, and B.A. Levine.
Organizational Change," Journal of Social Issues, Vol. 5~1,
with S.T. Fiske.

.

FAN LEI

l

assistant professor of music

BERTRAND A. GOLDGAR

Selected: Jury member for the International Clarinet
Competition in New York City, May 1995.
Invited: To present a master class lecture and demonstra~
tion, Oberlin Conservatory, March 199 5.
Performed: Oberlin Conservatory of Music, Mar-ch 1995
Performed: Pomona College, California, December 1994.
Performed: Hunan, China, December 1994.

t>rofessor of English, ]ohn N. Bergstrom Professor of
Humanities
~

Published: "Fielding on Fiction and History," Eighteenth~
Century Fiction, Vol. 7.3, April1995.
Published: "THe Champion and the Cliapter on Hats in
Jo~than Wild," Philological Quarterly, Vol. 7'2.4, pp. 443~
50, Fall1993 (inadvertently omitted from last year's

President's Report).
continued, page 28
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Associate Professor of Art History
I
joined the
Lawrence faculty in 1980 and has
served as the chair of the Art
Department since 1991"' Specializing in
Greek and Roman art history, Lawton
was named the sole recipient of the
National Endowment for the
Humanities Senior Fellowship in
Classical and Byzar!ine Studies for
1995~96. With the $30,000 fellowship
Lawton will spend a year in Athens,
Greece at the American School of
Classical Studies continuing research
· she began in 1993 on Greek reliefs
•
excavated from the Agora in ancient
Athens. During het research. abroad,

Lawton will study and catalogue
nearly 500 votive reliefs to examine
the functions of sculptural art in
ancient Athens. This past year,
Hesperia published her article, "Four
Document Reliefs from the Athenian
Agora," and her book, Attic Document
Reliefs of the Classical and Hellenistic
Periods will be published by Oxford
University Press in late 1995. Lawton
is the curator of the ext~nsive collec~
tion of ancient coins on loan to the
college ft'om Ottilia Buerger, '38, and
served as editor and contributor to the
exhibition catalog, Bearers of Meaning:
The Ottilia Buerger Collection of Ancient
and Byzantine Coins.
27
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Bertrand A. Goldgar, continued

for the 1996 Concours International Jean-Marie
Londeix, Bordeaux, France.
Performed: ~ Two concertos with the Adrian Symphony
Orchestra, Adrian, Michigan, January 1995.
Performed: Faculty Recital, November 1994; also with
the Lawrence University Saxophone Ensemble and
Quartet, April 1995.
P sented: Clinic on saxophone pedagogy at Wisconsin
Music Educator:s Conference, Madison, Wisconsin,
October 1994; master class for saxophonists, Adrian,
Michigan, Januar¥ 1995.

Published: "Fact, Fiction, and Letters to the Editor in
Fielding's Essay~ Journals," Studies in Newspaper and
Periodical History: 1993 Annual, ed. Michael Harris,
Greenwood Press, Westport, Connecticut, 1993 (inadver~
tently omitted from last year's President's Report).

BETH ANN HAINES ,;
assistant professor of ps)'Chology

Presented: "Perceptions of Displaced Parental Anger in
Children from Normal~ and High~Conflict Fami~ies,"
Society for Research on Child Development, March 1995,
with M.M. Jome, and S.K. Triesch.
Presented: "Learning Styles and Problem~Solving Skills
of College Students," DePauw University, May 1995;
served as workshop leader.

CATHERINE C. KAUTSKY
a sociate professor of music

Honored: French Piano Institute Prize of Association
Amicale de L'Ecole Normale de Mvsique de Paris.
Performed: Se~n Paris ,recitals, including at the Salle
Cortot, Eglise Saint~Merri,
the American Church of Paris,
,
and Auditorium Saint-Germain.
Performed: Association des Amis du Musee; Goupil,
· Bordeaux, June 1995.
Presented: Lecture/Recital, College Music Society
"
International Conference, Berlin,
Germany, June 1995.
Received: Outagamie Foundation Grant for a compact
disk recording project.

KAREN S. HARPP
assistant prof(;ssor of chemistry

"

R~eived: Johnson Wa.X Company Grant toward purchase
• of an inductively coupled plasma~mass spectrometer or
optical emission spectrometer
Received: Two Lawrence University Research Grants.
Published: "Geochemical Variations in a Single Basaltic
Flow at 9oo30' N on the East Pacific Rise," Scientifit
Results, Proceedings of the Ocean Drilling Program, Vol. 142,
I?P· 9~22, 1995.

NICHOLAS KEELAN
associate professor of music

RICHARD A. HARRISON

Published: "Sensitize Your Ensemble," ·National Federation

dean of the faculty, professor of history
Published: Three entries in The United States in World
War I: An Encyclopedia, Anne Cipriano Venzon, ed., on

Interscholastic Music

Vol. 2.1, 1994-95.
Served: Artistic director, arranger, and perfotmer for the
NEW Orchestra performance at the Fox Valley Arts
Alliance Pops Concert, Paper Valley Hotel, September
1994.
Invited: Brass clinic for the Wisconsin Bandmasters
Convention, Stevens Point, Wisconsin, January 1995.
Performed: Solo trombone, Fox Valley Concert Band,
March 1995.

"Anglo_.-American Relations," "Davi@ Hunter Miller," and .
"Th~ House ~ Grey Memorandum," Garland Press, 1995.
\
1

A~sociation]ournal,

I

BRUCE E. HETZLER
professor of psychology

Presented: "Differential Effects of MK~801 on Flash
Evoked Potentials in the Visual ~rtex· and Superior
Colliculus of Rats," at the Fifth International Evoked
Potentials Symposium, Milan, Italy, September 1994, witl}
Heidi Burkard, Class of 1992.

EDMUND M. KERN

•

(

assistant professor of hzstory

·Presented: "The 'Universal' anti the 'Local' in Diocesan
Visitations," Fruhe Neuzeit Interdisziphnar, Duke
University, Durham, North Carolina, Apnl1995.
Presented: "'The Society was so Large ... ':Women's
Affinities in Witchcraft Confessions," Sixteenth-Century
Studies Conference, Toronto, October 1994.
Presented: "Skepticism, Reason, and Social Discipline:
An End to Witch-Hunting in Austria," German Studies
Association, Dallas 1 Texas, October 1994.

EILE.NE HOFT-MARCH
associate professor of French

Presented: "Keeping it Personal: Michel Butor in Transit,"
New Novel Conference, Elmira, New York, October 1994.

STEVEN H. JORDHEIM
associate professor of music

·

Invited: To erve on the Comite d'Honneur du Concours

continued, page 31
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abstract concepts individually'' and
"will present chemistry as an intellec~
tually stimulating way to think abou~
important interdisciplinary problems
from a molecular perspective". Other
members of the Chemlinks Coalition
include Beloit, Carleton, Macalester,
St. Olaf, Grinnell, the University of
Chicago, and Washington University.
Lokensgard said all five faculty
members in the Lawrence chemistry
department will be involved in writing
new course modules, or in testing new
course content or pedagogy developed ~
here or elsewhere, by coalition
partners.

professor of
chemistry, joined the Lawrence faculty
in 1967. This year, as chair of the .
chemistry department, he spearheaded
Lawrence's involvement in a collabo~
rative effort among scientists at more
than a dozen universities to develop
new approaches to teaching chemistry.
The group of colleges. called the
ChemLinks Coalition, received $2.7
million from the National Science
Foundation. The NSF grant will assist
faculty,.in the words of the project .
summary, to challenge "students to for~
mulate and solve real problems collab~
oratively rather than just [to] master
• •

,
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Assistant Professor of Music
~~~ ~..:.~.... joined
the Conservatory of Music faculty in
September 1994. For this accom~
plished soprano, 1994~95 was a year of
memorable performances, on campus
and off. On April 20~22, under her
direction, the Lawrence University
Opera Theatre presented three ambi~
tious and resoundingly successful sold~
out performances of Mozart's The
Magic Flute, employing a newly,revised
English translation by Professor Bedi.
Off campus, she had a busy perfor--

'

mance schedule as well, including a
recital of songs from the Romantic
Age at the 92nd StreetY in New York
City, a performance in the role of
N itocris in Handel's Belshazzar at the
Maryland Handel Festival, an appear,
ance in the Lyric Opera of Chicago's ,
Candide, two appearances with the
Charlotte Symphony, and numerous
other performances. Her newly,
releasecl compact disc, Songs of the
Romantic Age on Cedille Records,
meanwhile, received warm reviews.
lj;
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Pu ~ ·she : "Four Document Reliefs from the Athenian
Agora,'·' Hesperia, Vol. <34, pp. 121~130, 1995.

Edmund M. Kern, continued
Org<mized: Conference session "Cooperation and
Constraint: Women's Behavior in Early Modern Europe,"
Sixteenth~Century Studies Conference, Toronto, October
1994.
1 rcsen ~d: "Imperial Politics and Court Culture in
Baroque Germany," The Mahler Collection of Germanic
Glass, The Bergstrom~Mahler Museum, Neenah,
Wisconsin, October 1994.

LA\VRENCE D. LONGLEY
prop ssor )i o·,crnm 'nt
Pr~: r .~d. Seven formal lectures in Budapest; twenty~
three additional lectures elsewhere, including in Prague,
Berlin, Rome, Florence, Zagreb, Dresden, Istanbul,
Barcelona, and Krakow.
Org<tnt:ed: Three international conferences.
P bhsl ed: Two professional a.rticles in the Czech
Republic.
Published; An essay series, "Budapest and Beyond," in
a number of Hungarian, Czech, and United States
newspapers.

HELEN R. KLEBESADEL
asmtant jJ fe r r ' n
' Exhil:>'ted· Solo exhibitions at Evergreen Galleries,
Olympia, Washington; Alma College Galleries, Alma,
Michigan; Monmouth College Galleries, Monmouth,
Illinois; and University of Wisconsin, LaCro~se Galleries. "
t.. lu · ed· Numerous group exhibits, including Women of
TODD V. MC GRAIN
"' 1rofL ~~ Jr o/ or
Vision/Objects of Power: Helen Klebesadel and Rae Atira~
assi..,tant
Soncea, Artemisia Gallery, Chicago; and Five From the
Honored: Lawrence University Young Teacher Award.
HeARTland, Walker's Point Art Cent~r, Wisconsin.
Ho 1 )rt>d· Best in Show, ARC Regional Exhibition,
Prest>n (d: Several lectures and panel discussions, includ~
· Chicago, Illinois.
ing as panel moderator Redefining Feminism: Power in
GER~LDI.METALSKY
\
Transition at the College Art Association Conference, San
assocwte p· Jft ~or Jf {J~'V~..holo!!;'t
Antonio, Texas.
o )ft. :l· Accepted into the So~iety for Research in
"1-1< nored· Lawrence University Community Council
Psychopathology.
"
Service Award.
Publ's t:d: "Hopelessness Depression," Explanatory Style,
A arded: Lawrence University Research Grant.
pp. 113~ 134, G. Buchanan a.nd M.E.P. Sel,igman Eds.,
Erlbaum, Hillsdale, New Jersey, 1995, with L.Y.
RUTH M. LANOUETTE
Abramson, apd LB. Alloy.
as'lstant J> ·oJ w 1 ( 1 ( l rr 1 1 "
P tlli!o>hcd. "Attributional Style: A Mediator of the
Pre cr ted: "The Position of the Attributive Genitive in
Shyness~ Depression Relationship?" Journal of Research in
Early New High German: A Semantic Analysis," German
Personality, Vol. 28, pp. 28 7~ 300, 1994.
Linguistics Annual Conference, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
Pt.l,h-;ht:d: "Attribution Theory: Clinical Applications,"
' April19~5.
in Theories of Behavior Therapy: Exploring Behavior Change,
Prt:s nted· "Integrating Writing into Daily Classroom
W. O'Donohue, and L. Krasner, Eds., American
Activitie ,"Wisconsin Association of Foreign Language
Psychological A~sociation, Washington, D.C., 1995.
Teachers Annual Conference, November 1994.
1t~d To chair a sym~osium on depression at the 1995
American Psychological Association (APA) convention.
CAROL L. LA\VTON
ln tted: To se'rve as a reviewer for the 1995 American
assocracc Jn 1e~. or OJ art
•
Psychological Association (APA) convention.
Recciv ·d· Millard Meiss Publication Fund grant from the
Pr ser ed: Three papers at the 1994 Congress of the
College Art Association.
European Association for Behavioral and Cognitive
ReL "1 ·ed. NEH Senior Fellowship in Classical ~nd
Therapies.
Byzantine Studies.
Curatcd: Bearers of Meaning: The Ottilia Buerger Collection
PATRICE MICHAELS 13EDI
of Ancient and Byzantine Coin , inaugural exhibition at
r
.
asszswnt Jr·
n r mr ·szG
Lawrence University.
Pe for
Forty~nine recitals of vocal music nationwide,
Edited: Bearers of Meaning: The Ottilia Buerger Collection
including appearances in Candide with the Lyric Opera of
of Ancient and Byzantine Coins, collection catalo~,
Chicago, Belshazzar with the Maryland Handel Festival,
Lawrence University Press, Appleton, Wisconsin, 1995.
Purcell's Dido and Aeneas at the Concert Royal in New
continued, page 3 2
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Presented: "Artaudian Fulfillment? Antonin Artaud and

Patrice Michaels Bedi, continued
..
York, and a performance o{her own Songs of the Romantic
Age at the 9~nd StreetY in New York.
.
Released: Songs· of the Romantic Age, with Deborah Sobol,
piano, Cedille Records, 1994.

MATTHEW C. MICHELIC

\

the Work of Peter Weiss," MLA Convention, San Diego,
California, Decem9er 1994, with Reinhold Grimm. "'

KATHLEEN M. MURRAY
associate pr )fes~or of music
'Organized: Wisconsin Music Teachers Association
Convention, Octbber 1994.
Moderated: Panel on intern teaching guidelines, National
Conference on Piano Pedagogy, October 1994.
Hosted: Music Teachers1 National Association East
Central Division Meeting, January 1995.
Presented: Pre-concert lecture, Andre Watts recital, ~
Weidner Center, Green Bay, Wisconsin, March 1995.
Recorded: With the Lawrence University Percussion '
Ensemble, June 1995.
Published: "How Do You Prepare Students for the
Reading Traps in a Piece?" Keyboard Champion,
June 1995.
I

•

assistant professor of music
•
Performed: Princip;l viaiist with the Green Bay
Symphony Orchestra, including oo.ce as featured soloist,
Januar~ 1995.
J
Performed· Lawrence Chamber Players, Paine Art
Center, Oshkosh, Wisconsin, November 1994. •
Performed: Recital at Elvehjem Museum, Madison, ,
Wisconsin, (broadcast by Wisconsin Public Radio on
"Live from the Elvehjem,") January 1995.
)

MELISSA R. MICHELSON
visitmg assistant professor of government
Presented: "The Effect of Public Approval on Presidential
Power," American Political Science Association Annual
Conference, New York, New York, 1994. ·
Presented: "Explorations of Public Opinion-Presidential
Power Linkage9> Congressional Responses to Unpopular
Foreign Agreements," American Political Science
Association Annual Conference, Chicago, Illinois, 1995.

I

•

~

THOMAS L. NAPS

associate professor of mathematzcs and computer sciences
Presented: "Using Visual Demonstrations," 26th SIGCSE
Technical Symposium on Computer Science Education,
"
.
Nashville, Tennessee, February 1995, with S. Grissom, D.
Hunkins, S. Rodger, R. Ross, and D. Schweitzer.
Published: Introduction to Data Structures and Algorithm
Analysis with C++, West Publishing Company, 1995, with
CAROLINE MOLINA
George Potpering.
assistant profes;gr of Ge;man
Edited. Plays: Before Daybreak, The Weavers, The Beaver
Published: Introduction to Computer Science: Programming,
Problem-bolving, and Data Structures (3rd ed. and 3rd alt.
Coat, Gerhart Hauptman, New York: Continuum, 1994,
ed.), West Publishing Company, 1995, with Douglas
with Reinhold Grimm.
Nance.
Published: "Illness as Privilege: Hildegard von Bingen
Published: Laboratory Manual for Program
and the Condition of Mystic Writing," Women's Studies,
. Design and
Introductory Data Structures: Standard Pascal Version (2nd
Vol. 23.1, 1994 ..
ed.), West Publishing Company, 1995, with Carol Wilson.
Published: "Paranoid DiscQurse in the Lesbian Text: Kate
Published: Laboratory Manual for Program Design and
Millet's Sita," Literature and Psychology, VoL 40.1-2, 1994. •
Introductory Data Structures: Turbo Pascal Version (2nd
Published: "Artaudian Fulfillment? Antonin Artaud and
the Work of Peter Weiss,': Antonin Artaud ar;d the Modern , ed.), West PuHlishing Company, 1995, with Carol Wilson.
Published: Laboratory Manual for Data Structures and
Theater, ed. Gene A. Phmka, Madison, New Jersey:
Algorithm Analysis: Pascal Version, West Publishing
Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1994, with Reinhold
Company, 1995.
Grimm.
•
Published: Laboratory Manual for Data Structures and
Presented: "Disciplining the Daughter in 'bi.irgerliche ,
Algorithm Analysis: C++ Version, West Publishing
Trauerspiele' by Women: Johanne Sophie Al-brecht's
·
Company, 1995.
Theresgen ( 1781) and Marianne Ehrmanns' Leichtsinn und
gutes Herz (1786)," Women in Theater Conference,
Hofstra University, October 1994. I
HOWARD NIBLOCK
Presented: "A Case for the Tw~ntieth-Century Tragedy:
associate professor of music.
Published: "Troublesome Oboe Fingerings," The
Theories, Refutations, and Revision~," Lawrence
Instrumentalist, September, 1994.
University Main Hall Forum, November 1994.
..
continfi-ed, page 35
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work, Professor Rew~Gottfried employs
a sound spectrograph, a .device which
turns an audio signal into a visual
representation of the sound'~ pitch
and resonance. This device also has
applications in music education, and
Professor Rew~Gottfried is collaborat~
ing with Professor of Music Kenneth
Bozeman on a study of how the sound
spectrograph may be used in teaching
effective vocal techniques.

Associate Professor of Psychology .
R{;l'J{f.[!OOmlm[ii)• became a
member of the Lawrence faculty in
1986. His current research focuses on
the perception of speech and sound.
During r\vo terms in 1994~95, Professor
Rew~Gottfriell was on sabbatical work~
ing on a study of the acoustic charac~
teristics of speech, looking particularly
at how the acoustic characteristics of
Japanese vowels differ with the con~
text in which they are spoken. In his
I..:I.S.:La.Z.'

•
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Assistant Professor of Government
has been a mem,
' ber of the Lawrence faculty since 1990.
She recently authored Refugees in

Inter, War Europe: The Emergence of a
Regime. The book, published in
January 1995 by Oxford UniVersity
Press, examines the origins of refugee
movements of the 1920s
and 1930s, refugee laws, and the
development of international refugee
"'
assistance.
In July 1995, Skran was invited by
• ' the Refugee Studies Program to give a
summer school presentation at Oxford
University for people who work for
relief agencies, the United Nations,

and U.S. government agencies. In the
past year, she was also a mentor to
Lawrentian Priya Udeshi, '95, who,
after serving as a summer research
assistant to Skran, went on to win a
Watson Fellowship to compare immi,
gration and asylum policies in England
and The Netherlands.
"' Skran holds a bachelor of arts
degree from Michigan State University
in social science. In 1983, she was
named a Rhodes Scholar and pursued
master's and doctoral degrees in inter,
national relations at Magdalen
College, Oxford University.

.

'
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SUSAN G. RASCON
Howard Niblock, continued
lecturer m Spa'1.tsh
Performed: The Strauss Concerto, Michigan, July 1994.
Translated: '"Blow Up:' A House with Many Stories" by
Invited: Clinician at the Mid,South Double Reed Society
Jose Sanjines, Point of Contact, Vol. 4.1, 1994.
1st Annt!al Conference, University of Mississippi,
. Translated: "The 'Takes' in Julio Cortazar" by Carlos A.
March 1995.
•
..
Performed: Member of the Milwaukee Symphony,
Rabass6, Point of Contact, Vol. 4.1, 1994.
Translated: "The Deaths of Fortfn Coranado" by Mario
Septelljber 14, 1994.
Bencastro, Americas Magazine, September/October 1994. f
Performed: Mculame f3utterfly (September 1994) and
Amahl and the Night Visitors (December 1994) with the
•
GERVAIS E. REED
Pamirp Opera.
professor of French, Marie Wollpert Professor of Modem
Languages
MICHAEL T. ORR
Published: "Rencontre avec Patrick Drevet," New Novel
associate jJro(essor Jj art
Received: NEH grant in support of tQ.e project The
Review I, 1994.
Pre. ented: "The Writer as Visual Artist: the Novels and
Corpus of Illustrations and Other Representations in English
Manuscripts, c .1380,c .15 25.
Essays of Patrick Drevet," the University of Kentucky
Pubhshed: "The Development of the Byzantine Solidus,"
Romance Language Conference, April 1995.
Bearers of Meaning: The Ottilia Buerger Collection of
BRIDGET~MICHAELE REISCH
Ancient and Byzantine Coins, Carol L. Lawton, ed.,
assistant professor of mu. ic, conductor of the Lawrence
Lawrence University Press, Appleton, Wisconsin, 1995.
Symphony Orchestra
'
Published. "The Hours of Elizabeth the Queen: Evidence
Guest conductor: University of Illinois, Urbana,
for Collaboration Between English Illuminators and an
Champaign, December 1994; Children's Bach Festival,
artist from the Gold Scrolls Group," Flanders in a
European Perspective. Manuscript Illumination Around 1400
New Jersey, March 1995; Charitable Acts Productions,
in Flanders and Abroad. Proceedings of the International
Green Bay, Wisconsin, May 1995.
Orchestra clinician: Wisconsin Southern Conference
Colloquium, Louvain, 1995.
Orchestra Festival, Madison, Wisconsin, "February 1995;
JOHN C. PALMQUIST
Regional Solo and Ensemble Festival, March 1995; State
professor oj geolo.ff.Y
Solo and Ensemble Festival, April1995.
,
Named: President, National Association of Geology
Teachers.
BRADFORD RENCE ·
Published: "Introductory Geology Lab-A Springboard to
professor of bwlogy
Undergraduate Research," Geological Society of America,
Presented: "Transplantation of Sex Specific Circadian
Behavioral Rhythms, in the cricket, Teleosryllus Vol. 27, p. 62, 1995, with Ayako Kameda.
Published: "Multiple Deformational Events Affecting the
commodus," twert.ty,fourth International Entomological
Greenstone G_ranite Complex at Saux Head Point, ·
Conference, Honolulu, Hawaii, 1995, with N. Marsh, L.
Marquette County, Michigan," Geological Society of
Sisola, C. Yashiro, and J. McManus.
Invtted: Entomology Department Colloquium, University
America, Vol. 27, p. 40, 1995, with William R. Birge.
of Illinois, Urbana,Champaign, to deliver "Temporal
BRUCE PORCIAU
Organization of Behavior in t{le Aust\alian Field Cricket,"
•
professor of ·nath mark
March 1995.
Published: "Book Two of Radical Principia," in
Hamiltonian Dynamical Systems: History, Theory, and
JOSE SANJINES
Applications, H.S. Dumas, K.R. Meyer, D.S. Schmidt eds.,
ass~stant professor of Spantsh
The IMA Volumes in Mathematics and its Applications,
Published: Paseos en el Horizonte: Frontera Semioticas en
Vol. 63, Springer,Verlag, pp. 15,37, 1995.
los Relatos de Julio Cortazar, American University Studies,
New York: Peter Lang Publishing Company, 1995.
Published: "'Blow Up:' A House with Many Stories,"
STEWARl C. PURKEY
a:sociate J·nf?,ser of edvwttort
Point of Contact, Vol. 4.1, 1994.
Presented: "Teachers, Teachers' Unions, and Parents,"
continued, page 36
Nati()flal Coalition of Education Activists annual
meeting, Portland, Oregon, August 1994.
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Jose Sanjines, continued
Presented: "The Baroque-Shores of Eco's L'Isola del
Giorno Prima, Bonwit-Heine Lecture Series, University of
California at Berkeley, March 1995.

and Laboratory Improvement Grant, for a program of
field-based instruction and undergraduate research on limnology a d Quaternary geology.
Recdved National Science Foundation Instrumentation
and Laboratory Improvement Grant, for scanning electron
microscopy in the undergraduate laboratory.

. JUI)ITH HOLLA D SARNECKI
ass is tan t p· o{essor cf French
Presented: "Noises Off: Marguerite Duras' Moderato
Cantabile Revisited," twenty-third anuual TwentiethCentury Literature Conference, Louisville, Kentucky,
February 1995.
Presc.nted: "Reading and Writing Autobiography in
Marguerite Yourcenar's Le Labyrinthe du Monde," eleventh
annual conference on Continental Latin American and
Francophile Women Writers, Witchita, Kansas, April
1994.
'
.
Prest..nted: "Integrating Writing into Daily Classroom
Activities," Wisconsin Association of Foreign Language
Teachers Conference, Appleton, Wisconsin, Nov~mber
1994, with Jane Yang, Ruth Lanouette, and Kirsten
Thome.

GEORGE R. SAUNDERS
professor of anihr1polo.!f.'
Named: Treasurer of the Executive Committee of the
Society for the Anthropology of Europe.
Publisoed: "The Crisis of Presence in Italian Pentacostal
Conversio ,"American Ethnologist, Vol. 22, 1995.
resented: "The Magic of the South: Elite Catholicism
and Popular Religion in Italian Ethnology," Wenner-Gren
Foundation Conference on "The Southern Question in
Italy," Tarrytown, New York, May 1995 .

KUO~MING

assistant profes~or oj Fast Asian l mguagc:s ml t(lturcs
Publi5ihed: ]ufaxue Gailun (An Introduction to Syntactic
Theories), Chinese Social Sciences Press, Beijing, China,
1995.
'
Publt~hed: "Classifier Incorporation and QP Stranding,"
Proceedings of the Sixth North American Conference on
Chinese Linguistics (NACCL6), Vol. 1, University of
Southern California, 1994.
Pubh~hed: "A Typological Study of NP Extraction from
Quantifier Phrases," Studies of the Linguistic Sciences, Vol.
24.2, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Illinois,
1.994.
Presented: "On Definiteness: More Evidence for a
·Partitive Approach," Sixth Conference of the Formal
Linguistics Society of Mid-America, Indiana University,
Bloomington, Indiana, May 1995.
Presented: "CliticizatiQ{l of Classifiers and Partitive
Constructions," Thirty-first Annual Regional Meeting of
the Chicago Linguistics Society, University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illimois, April 1995.
, Presented: "Classifier Incorporation in Japanese and
Korean Partitive Constructions," Fifth Japanese/Korean
Linguistics Conference, University of California, Los
Angeles, California, November 1994.

.
KENNETH W. SCHAPH9RST
assistant prr,fessor of nu~szc dzrt'ctor 'f jtL"'.Z stt d~t s
J

LY N SIKKI K
asszstant Jnofess.!r () anthrupul,)gy

•

KIRSTEN A. rrHORNE
assistant professCl of SJxzm~h

Pe formed: Composition Promise, by the University of
Iowa Jazz Band, April1995.
Premiered. Composition Lost and Found, Lawrence.
University Jazz Ensemble, Lawrence University Memorial
Chapel, with guitarist John Dirac, May 1995.

•

SUNG

Prescntea. "Integrating Writing into Daily Classroom
Activities," Wisconsin Association of Foreign Language
Teachers Conference, Appleton, Wi~consin, November
1994, with Jan~ Yang, Ruth Lanouette, and Judith
Sarnecki.
Presented· "Del Realismo Social hasta la Novela
Polidaca: El Arte de la protesta en El Inocente de Mario
Lacruz," the University of Kentucky Romance Language
Conference, April1995.

~

Publish(;d: "The Household as the Locus of Difference:
Gender, Occupational Multiplitity, and Marketing
Practices in the Bolivian Andes," Anthropology of Work
Review, Vol. 16.1, pp. 5-10, 1995.

•

CHA LES TIMM~BALLARD
Frederick Lrvton Visiting As· stant Profe)su' >f \wdic

Ar~

E hibtted: Numerous juried exhibitions, including Artists
on their Own, Greenwich House Pottery, Jane Harstook
Gallery, New York, New York; Feats of Clay, Lincoln Arts
continued, page 39

GEORGE L. SMITH
asszstant troTtS'\Or rf geolo(!"'!
Received: National Science Foundation Instrumentation
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Distinguished Foreign Language
Educator of the year by the Wisconsin
Association of Foreign Language
Teachers and had received the
~
National Award for Excellence in
Teaching the Classics from the
American Philological Association.
In addition, he serves as teacher and
mentor for junior Patrick Hogan,
who last year received a National
Endowment for the Humanities
Younger Scholars Grant to continue
research on the Breviarium ab urbe
condita, a seventy,page Latin history of
Rome written by Eutropius, an
author of the fourth,century A.D.

• , th.e Hiram A.
Jones Professor of Classics, joined the
Lawrence faculty in 1974. He has dis.:
tinguished himself as the leading
authority on Marcus Varro (116,27
B.C.), Rqme's greatest and most prolif,
ic sc}:lolar. Taylor recently completed
editing, tr~nslating, apd commenting
on Varro's De Lingua Latina X. Thylor •
has had numerous scholarly articles
published, including "Rethinking the
History of Language Science in
Classical Antiquity," an essay tliat
led to a paradigm shift in how intellec,
tual history in the Greco, Roman
world is viewed. Among his numerous
honors, Taylor has been named the

•
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A collaborativ~ effort by members of
the Lawrence biology, chemistry,
physics, and geology departments has
produced an $80,000 matching grant
from the National Science Foundation
rhat will fund a scanning electron
microscope and an energy dispersive
x,ray analysis device for undergraduate
research.
The instruments, which allow
scientists to determine the chemical
make,up of an element within min,
utes, will form the cepterpiece in a
multi,departmental microscopy facility.
The equipment will be used by up to

200 students in all areas of the natural
sciences in the next five years.
The grant is only the latest example
of how students and faculty are sue,
cessfully cr9ssing disciplines to develop
• new ideas in the laboratory. The grant
was allocated to Professor of Biology
u Assistant
Professor of Biology ART [
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
C~
, Assistant Ftofessor
of Physics .
, and
Assistant Professor of Geology
J

GE
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Charles Timm~Ballard, continued
Center, Lincoln, California; Crafts Nationals 29, Zoller
Gallery, Pennsylvania State University, University Park,
Pennsylvania; Clay Directions 94, Dairy ..Barn Cultural Arts
Center, Athens, Ohio; and the Ninth Annual San Angelo
National Ceramic Competition, San Angelo Museum of
Fine Arts, San Angelo, Texas.

,

ERNESTINE WHITMAN
associatt.! J
,,
t 1 1 ·c.

Publ' hcd "Strugglrng with Focal Dystonia," The Flutist
Quarterly, May, 1995.
Pe fcrmul Principal Flute, Pamiro Opera Company,
Weidner Center, Green Bay, December 1994.
Pt..rto med. Solo recital, October 1994, with"Janet
Anthony; Faculty Woodwind Quintet, November 1994
and May 1995; recitals with Steve Jordheim, November
1994, and Robert Levy, November 1994.

JAJ. 1 E PARISH y NG
as:sistanr.JY'"Ofc'') c/ L1 ·c \:s1 m L1,1 1 a.., 'an

.
I

I c~tlwro:\

Pu l' sh l. "Integrating Authentic Materials into the
Intermediate Classroom with Taiwan TV Ads," Journal of
the Chinese Language Teachers Association, Vol. 30.1,
February 1995.
l
~
te t "Integrating Writing into Daily Classrobm
Activities," Wisconsin Association of Foreign Language
Teachers Conference, Appleton, Wisconsin, 1-Jovember
1995, with Judith Sarnecki, Ruth Lanouette, and Kirstin
Thome.
~r ,~ .., cJ. "Engaging Authentic Materials on the
Beginning Level: Linguistic and Cultural Dimensions of
the Reading Process," American Council on the Teaching
of Foreign Languages, Atlanta, Georgia, November 1994.

RICHARD L. YATZEK .
professor ol Slavtc lon?uazcs mJ I tcraturc.
Jt blishe I· "Afternoons in the Real World," Wisconsin
West, November 1994.
Pu It h d· "Blow in Her Ear," Wisconsin Outdoorjournal:
Wisconsin Hunting, Fall1994.
""luhJ shea. "The Running of the Deer," Wisconsin
Magazine, November 13, 1994.
P bti he(· "Bringing Down the Buck," The Milwaukee
Journal Magazine: The Wisconsin Deer Hunter, November
13, 1994.
f ubhshc.d: "Partridge on All Fours," Ruffed Grouse Society
Magazine, January~March 1995.

•
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1994-1995 Highlights
JULY 1994
/
The ~ollege recei~es a rec~rd~setting $11.5
million in gifts and grants during the 1993~
94 fiscal year ending June 30, 1994. The
previous record of $8.49 million was set in
the 1988~89 fiscal year.

.-

•

OCTOBER 1994
.
Richard D. Lamm, (ormer governor of
Colorado and an advocate of health care
reform, opens the 1994~95 convocation
series with his Memorial Chapel address,
"Money, Morality, and Medicine."

,
AUGUST 1994
Karl A. Scheld, an economist with
more th<;m thirty years exp~rience work~
ing for the U.S. Federal Reserve Bank
of Chicago, is appointed the Stephen
Edward Scarff Distinguished Professor
of Economics.

The~. Ying

String Quartet opens Lawrence
University's 1994~95 Artist Series. The
group's passionate performan e wins over
the Memorial Chapel audience.

Luis Rubio, an authority on Mexican eco~
nomic and political policy issues, headlines
a one~day
.. conference on relations between
the U.S. and Mexico. His convocation
address, "Beyond NAFTA: The Future of
U.S .~ Mexican Relations," is followed by a
panel discussion.

;

The geology department launches its
latest research tool: a hand~built, dou~
'
ble~width, hinged pontoon boat chris~
tened the R/V Purdy Quest. The boat
facilitates geologic stw;ly of the Lake
Winnebago basin by 'Providing a
stable platform from whjch to
extract core samples from the
lake bottom.

~

After nearly fourteen months of careful
deliberations, the ~oard of Trustees
announces plans to replace the fire~damaged
Bjorklunden lodge in Door County with a
year~round facility. The lodge, the largest
building ;On the 325~acre estate, W'as severely
burned in an early~morning fire on August
15, 1993; it was razed in August 1994. The
new building ',Yill be completed by summer
1996.

SEPTEMBER 1994
Lawrence opens the 1994~95
accrdymic year with twelve new faculty
members.
The freshman class boasts the strongest aca~
demic prof~e of any entering class at a col~
lege or university in Wisconsin. The class of
- 285 freshmen and thirty~seven transfer stu~
dents, representing thirty~six states and
twenty~four countries, features twenty~three

SPECTRUM '94, a concert featuring the
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra, Wind
Ensemble, Concert Choir, Jazz Ensemble,
Jazz Singers (with an African percussion
group), a cello ensemble, a low brass choir, a
saxophohe quartet, the Sambistas, and the
Lawrence Brass, is hailed as the fastest
musical hour ever.

valedictori~ms.

,

President Richard Warch marks the official
start of the 1994~95 academic ye.ar with his
annual matriculation address to the
Lawrence community.. in Memorial Chapel.

Lawrence kicks off the largest five~year
capital campaign evei<undertaken by a liber~
al arts college in the history of Wisconsin.
Margaret Carroll, '61, chair of the Lawrence
, Boq_rd of Trustees, announces the campaign's
$60 million goal at an on~campus function.
The campaign is known as Lawrence 150:

U.S. News & World Report ranks Lawre9ce
f

\

•

as t ne of the top three "best values" in the
nation based on available merit~ and need~
based aid as well as academic quality. The
magazine also ranks Lawrence in the top
quartile of the 164 institutions in the "best
national liberal arts colleges" category.

A Campaigr for the New Century. '

•
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,
Lawrence receive~ the 1994 Ann Orbison
Award for Distinguished Volunteer Service
from the Outagamie County Chapter of the
American Red Cross as more than fifty stu~
dents provide hundred; of hours of commu,
nity service.

R

'

'

9

The Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra pre,
sents its highly,acclaimed "Classical
Conversations" concert at Memorial
Chapel. Attendance is the hig~est seen p.t
an Artists Series concert in years.

•

Messiah, which is moved to theGrand
Ballroom of the Paper Valley Hotel in
downtown Appleton.

•

'

i

Drawn from the collections of Lawrence
University and University of Minnesota's
Weisman Art Museum, the exhibition
"Heartland: Visions of the American
Farm," opens at the Wriston Art Center. ...
Works by artists Grant Wood, Thomas
Hart Benton, Alexander Masley, and Wanda
Gag are featured.

,
Registrar Donald Rosenthal
Registrar Donald Rosenthal, wh!J worked
with thousands of students during his
twenty,year career, di~s unexpectedly on
December 25 at home.

Grammy winner Queen Ida ~nd her Zydeco
Band highlight the college's annual Parents
Weekend entertainment. The festive week,
end also includes a football game against
Ripon College, campus tours, and several
concerts, including faculty and student
recitals.

'

f

9 ,..

Lawrence receives a $300,000 Department
Development Award from the
Arizona,based Research
Corporation to enhance its
physics department progtam
and advance it to the forefront
of the country's premier small,
college physics departments.

Russ Feingold, Wisconsin's junior U.S.
Senator, shares his views on major chal,
lenges facing Congress in his convocation
addr ss, "Reinventing Government? Reform
the Process."

Michael C.J. Putnam, one of
the America's most distin,
guished Latinists, delivers the
Main Hall address "Virgil and
History" and later leads a
roundtable discussion of the
poetry of Horace. ,

The tragedy of Kent State is revisited
through the eyes of a film maker in the
theatre production of Cellophane Xerox.
The original play was written and directed
by Professor of Theatre and Drama Fred
Gaines.

The Black Organization of
Students presents a special
evening f song, dance, feast,
ing, and storytelling in its third
annual Kwanzaa Celebration
in the Buchanan Kiewit
Recreation Center.

DEC "tvi ER 19 ,
Deterioration in the ceiling. suspension sys,
tern causes the closing of Memorial Chapel.
The•action forces a change of venue for sev,
eral performances, including the Lawrence
Choral Society's production of Handel's

41

Queen Ida

Academy Award-winning film maker
, Barbara Trent prese~s her film The Panama
Deception, winner of the 1992 Academy
Award for Best Documentary, in Stansbury
Theatre. Following the film, Trent presents
the lecture "Do Military Invasions Restore
Democracy-Ever?"

Year by the Outagamie County Historical
Society.
The fourth annual Bisexual, Gay, and
Lesbian Awareness Day conference features
a series of feature-length and documentary
films.

Lawrence hosts the 1995 Wisconsin Choral
Directors Association Convet;1tion.

The college mourns the death of Frank
Kemmis, '96 who died after falling from the
Lawe Street footbridge .

.

The effects of mass media on art is the focus
of a new exhibition at the Wriston Art
Center Galleries titled "With the Media,
Against the Media."

I

Acclaimed violinist Nadja SalernoSonnenberg graces the Memorial Chapel
stage as part of the Lawrence Artist Series.

'
Former Suweme Court nominee and legal
scholar Robert Bork delivers the convocation address "Politics and the Constitution."

•

•

MARCH 1995

....
Anne Norman, a 1977 magna cum laude
graduate, is appointed registrar.

•

.

Guest artists Lawrence McDonald, clarinet,
and Robert Spano, piano, present a recital
in Harper Hall. Spano also serves as guest
conductor of the Lawrence Symphony
Orchestra in a concert featuring pianist
Christina bahl, assistant professor of music.

,

Mi e Gattna , a freshman from Slovakia,
~ecomes Lawrence's second national champion by winning the Div'ision I men's epee
competition at the NCAA national fencing
championships at Notre Dame.

•
The J;_incoln Center Jazz Orchestra pays
tribute to Louis Armstrong in one of the
most popula:t performances of the Lawrence
University Jazz Series.

The thirtieth edition of the Midwest Trivia
Contest-the mother of minutiae-sends
the college and COI)1munity in pursuit of all
things trivial. A Wall Street Journal article on '
the contest spreads the word nationwide.

Students Priya Udeshi and Bill Rohrbach
receive $16,000 grants from the Thomas J.
Watson Foundation for a year of independent, postgraduate research overseas.

FEBRUARY 1995
Pulitzer Prize-winning Chicago Tribune columnist Clarence Page examines the impact
of the Republican gains in Congress on affirmative action and civil rights in his convocation address, "Civil Rights in the 1990s."

/

Renowned tenor George Shirley presents a
recital as part of the Ben Holt Memorial
Concert Series at Memorial Chapel.

'

(

Lawrence's Department of Theatre &
Drama, under the direction of English
Professor Mark Dintenfass, presents the
deliciously funny second-term play, The Art

of Din~ng.
Professor Emeritus Charles Breunig, author
of "A Great and Good Work" A History of
Lawrence University 184 7-1964, is named
the 1~95 Lillian Mackesy Historian of the

At the 199,5 NCAA Division III women's .
swimming nationals, junior Becky Wagenaar
places thirteenth and sophomore Tracy
· Maschman places sixteent in the 100-yard
butterfly t~ earn honorable mention AllAmerica honors. Maschman also earns academic' All-America honors.
Junior Mark Uhlemann, a bass baritone,
wins both first place and grand prize awards

.
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in the Student Division of the Bel Canto
Competition in Chicago, Illinois.

APRIL 1995
The first comprehensive showing of 150
Greek, Hellenistic, Roman, and Byzantine
coins from the Ottilia 'Buerger Collection
opens at the Wriston Art Center Galleries.
The coins, on long~term loan to the univer~
sit'Y, are intended as an eventual bequest
from Buerger, '38. The impressive collection~
illustrates the history of Mediterranean
coinage from its origin,s circa 600 B.C. ~o
the tenth century A.D., and includes many
of the most artistically and historically
significant coins of the period.

•
Professor of History
William Chaney

•

.
Tenor saxophonist Douglas Schneider, '95,
is honored by Down Beat in the outstanding
college performance category for an instru~
mental soloist in the jazz mag~zine's
eighteenth annual student music awards
competition. The award is Lawence's fourth
in the past five years from Down Beat.
~

Jane Nelson, international environmental
adviser to the Prince of Wales
Business
'
,
Leaders Forum, discusses business nd i]J.dus~
trial development and its impact O[l the
environment in her convocation address,
"From Bombay to L.A.: Protecting the
•
Envimnments of Mega~Cities.".

•

Ottilia Buerger

MAY 1995
Alumni, colleagues, students, and friends
gather on Main Hall Green to dedicate "the
Chaney Oak." The tree, a gift from Gord~n
Taylor, '65, serves as a living tribute to
Professor of History William Chaney who
joined the faculty in 1952.
Professor of Music George Damp introduces
the Lawrence community to the college's
magnificent new $600,000 tracker organ
during the instrument's debut recital in
. Memorial Chapel. Master craftsman John
Brombaugh built the mechanical~action
organ, a dr@am of Lawrence Tracker Backers
for thirty years . \

Spirits, forest animals, a gigantic monster,
and a queen are among th€ amazing charac~
ters that come to life in Lawrence
University Opera Theatre's spring produc~
tion of Mozart's The Magic Flute. Bridget~
Mi.chaele Reischl, conductor of the
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra, serves as
musical director while Assistant Professor of
Music Patrice Michaels Bedi handles the
stage direction.

Seniot Beth Hillebrand
is awarded a Summer
Undergraduate
Research
Experience fel~
lowship from the
National
Science
Foundation. A
biology major,
Hillebrand is one
of twelve students
nationwide selected
from a pool of more
than 200 applicants. Her
project, "EcologicaJ Genetics
and the Emergence fr'o m Dormancy of
I

Kimberly~Clark

Corporation establishes an
endowed professorship in the Conservatory
of Music with a $1.2 million gift.

Tenor saxophonist Joshua Redman performs
in Memorial Chapel as part of the Lawrence
zz Series.

\
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Daphnia pulex Populations," involves
research she began last summer on Lake
Winnebago.
'

Lawrence awards 224 bachelor's degrees at
the college's 146th commencement.
Professof df Physics John Brandenberger
receives the Excellence in Teaching•award
and Assistant Professor of'Art Todd
McGrain is named Outstanding Young
Teacher. Pulitzer Prize-winning poet
Gwendolyn Brooks, feminist art movement
pioneer Miriam Schapiro, and nuclear
scientist Richard Dodson receive honorary
degrees.

)

•

Blues guitarist lonnie Brooks and his Blues
Band mal<:e a special appearance at
Memorial Chapel.
I

)

One hundred and seven
awards and prizes are present,
1
ed to students for academic
achievements during Honor's
Convocation. Political scien,
tist Richard Niemi, '62, gives
the convocation address.

Five longtime faculty members retirez
Michael J. L-aMarca, the Raymond H.
Herzog Professor of Biology; Hugo MartfnezSerros, professor of Spanish; Ronald J.
Mason, professor of anthropology and the
Henry M. Wriston Professor of Social
Sciences; Sumner Richman, professor of
biology and the Alice J. Hulst Professor of
Life Sciences; and Leonard L. Thompson,
professor of religious studies.

Lawrence's newly restored
1816 Broadwood piano is
unveiled. The piano is identi,
cal in""every respect-except
decoration-to one made and
given to Beethm~n in 1818
by renowned piano builder
John Broad wood and Sons of
London. Lawrence's piano is
one of the few such remain,
ing in the world.
.,

C. R. "Motts" Thomas,
dean of students

'

'

..
•

More than 1,000 people attend Reunion
Weekend; Five alumni are h€lnored:
Receiving distinguished Achievement
Awards are: Peter' Copelah.d, '79; Ronald
Jensen, '60; and Theodore Steck, '60 .
' Outstanding Service Awards go to Marlene
Crupi Widen, M-D '55, and Susan Merbach
Palm, '80. With the Class of 1944 leading
the way by contributing more than
$500,000, Lawrence's three 50th reunion
classes raised $583,~61 in gifts. The
Milwaukee-Downer Class of 1945 raised
$18,668 while the Lawrence Class of 1954
returned to campus in an off-reunion year to
present a "Retrospective 40th Reunion Gift"
of $57,455.

j

As a member of a new higher
education consortium-the
ChemLinks CoalitionLawrence is involved i.n a
five,year project that will
develop and test course materials designed
to change dramatically the way undergraduate chemistry is taught. A National Science
Foundation Division of Undergraduate
Education grant of $2.7 million awarded to
the consortium will provide funding for the
development of new approaches to t;he
teac;hing of chemistry.

,

C. R. ("Motts") Thomas, former dean of
campus life at Pomona College, Clar~mont,
California, i named dean of students.
•
Thomas replaces Charles Lauter, the new
dean of off-campus programs and international student adviser. Lauter• had been dean
of students since 1969.

•

Aid Association for Lutherans commits
· $500,000 to Lawrence's $60 million capital
campaign in support of the college's Artist
Series and Lawrence Arts Academy.

JUNE 1995
Janice Daniels Quinlan, '74, is selected as
Lawrence's new director of alumni relations.

The annual Senior Art Exhibition, featuring
the work of ten senior artists, opens at the
Wriston Art Center Galleries.
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1847~1997
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During the 1996~~7 academic year, the
college will be celebrating both the sesquicen~
tennial anniversary of the founding of
Lawrence ( 1-84 7), and the sesquicentennial
anniversary of the founding of Milwaukee~
Downer College (1851). A Sesq6icent~nnial
, Planning Committee composed of alumni,
faculty, staff, students, and trust~es met for over

•

..

a year t0 develop plans for a wide array
of programs, beginning with the
Sesquicentennial Matriculation Convocation
in September 1996, and ending with the
Sesquicentennial Reunion in] une 1997.
Events are planned in all thirteen Lawrence
University Alumni Associat,ion regions, as
well as on campus .

Join the fun-get involved!
•

)

.
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Preliminary Sesquiceritennial Calen ar, 1996-97,
SEPTEMBER
CONVO~ATIONS

OCTOBER

matriculation
convocation

NOVEMBER

•

DECEMBER

JANUARY

convocation

,..

~

•

.

Artist Series:
Peter Serl<in, piano

MUSICAL
PERFORMANCES

.

WRISTON ART
September 20CENTER GALLERY October 2 7

•

Highlights from
the Permanent
Collection

,.

&squicentennial
Spectrum Concert

Sept~mber

20-

0ctober 27
Highlights from
the Permanent
Collection

Fox Valley Club
(Homecoming) ~

LUAA REGIONAL
CELEBRATIONS

Artist Series:
Christopher
Parkening, guitar

Holiday Concert:
Messiah

Lawreo.ce University
Jazz Ensemble,
Madison

November 8December 15
Faculty Exhibition

January 17March 16
Mexican Prints
rrom the Permanent
Collection

Jazz Weekend

November 8December 1~
:&:aculty Exhibition

All Club Internet
Event

Boston Club
New York Club

Madison Club
(Jazz Ensemble)

Washington, D.C.
Club
\

~'I

I

SPEAKERS
/SYMPOSlA

'
OTHER SESQUICENTENNIAL
EVENTS

Sesquicentennial
Lawrence·Today
(Sept. 1)

..

Homecoming:

Parent's Weekend:

Gravesite
Restoration
(Sampson, Plantz)

concert

•

Sesquicentennial
Party

Lawrence vs. Ripon
football game

picnic/tailgate party
after football game
Athletic Hall of
Fame Induction
Dinner
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FEBRUARY

MARCH

convocation

APRIL

MAY

convocation

honors qmvocation

JUNE

•
Artist Series:
, Borodin String
Quartet

•

Artist Series:
Anonymous 4
Jazz Series

Jazz Series
Opera Theatre
Production
January 17March 16
Mexican Prints
from the Permanent
Collection

April11-May 18
January 17Alumni Art
March 16
Mexican Prints
Collectors Show
from the Permanent
Collection

Los Angeles Club

Chicago Club

Seattle Club

Milwaukee Club

Bay Area Club

I

•

.•

,
..

•

April 11-May 18
Alumni Art
Collectors Show

May 30-August 2
Senior Exhibition '

Boston: Lowell
National Park

Minneapolis Club

•

St. Louis Club

..

Denver Club
c

#

Symposium on the
\
Education of
Women at LU and
M-DC

Historian Lynl:"le
Kleinman speaks at
Reunion on M-DC
Panel: The Future of
Gender Studies at
LU

I

..

Outagamie County
Sesquicentennial
Historical Society
Reunion
Museum Show on
Coeducation at
Lawrente University
Opening Reception

.

"
....
t

The above events calendar for the Sesquiceqtennial Celebration is preliminary. While everything listed Here will take place, timing is subject to change,
and additional programmfng, particularly on campus, will be aJded.
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Appleton WI 54911-5798

'

Editor (Name and Complete Mailing Address)

'

Same

(

Managing Ed ito( (Name and Complete Mailing Address)

)
\

Same

7. Owner !If owned by a corporation, its name ana address must be stated and also immediately thereunder the names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding
1 percent or morf of total amount of stock. If not owned by a corporation , the names and addressei of tfte individual owners must be given. If owned by a pann"ership
or other unincorporated firm, its name and address, as well as that of each individual must be given. If the publication Is published by a nonprofit organization , its
name a~d address must be stated.) (Item must be completed.)

.

\

Full Name

Complete Mailing Address

Lawrence University of Wisconsin

'

'

.

s.

115

Drew St. , App:}.eton

\

WI 54911-5798

~

-

~

•

8 . Known Bondholders. Mortgagees, and Other Security Holders Owning or Holding 1 Percent or More of Total Amount of Bonds , Mortgages or Other
Securities (If there are none, so state)
Full Name

Complete Mailing Address

(

~

None

.

t
I

•

9 . For Completion by Nonprofit Organizations Authorized To Mail at Special Rates !DMM Section 423.12 only)
The purpose, function , and nonprofit status of this organization and the exempt status for Federal income tax purposes (Check one)
(1)

!!] Has Not Changed During
Preceding 12 Months

10.

...

.

0

(2)
(If changed, publisher must submit explanation of
change with this statement.)

Has Changed During
Preceding 1 2 Months
Average

Extent and Nature of Circulation
(See instructipns on uverse Sjde)

rro.receding
Copies Each Issue During
1 2 Months'
,.

~

A . Total No. Copies (Net Press Run)

(Paid and/or requested)

•

22,553

-0-

2. Mail Subscription

c.

Actual No . Copies of Single Issue
Published Nearest t(} Filing Date

22,553

B. Paid and/or Re%hested Circulation
1. Sales throug dealers and carriers, street vendors and counter sales

•

I

Total Paid and/or Requested Circulation
(Sum or JOB/ and IOB2)

-0-

22,008

22,'008

22,008

22,008

~

•

D. Free Distribution by Mail, Carrier or Other Means
Samples, Complimentary, and Ot er Free Copies

.

445

'

E.- Total Distribution (Sum of C and D)

22,453

)

F. Copies Not Distributed
1. Office use, left over, unaccounted, spoiled afte \ printing

100

2. Return from News Agents

.

4415

.

'

22,453
100 (est.)

I

-0-

-0-

G. TOTAL (Sum of E, Fl and 2-should equal net press run shown in A)"
11.

I certify that the statements made by
me above are correct and complete

22,553
22.553
I Sianature and Title of Editor. Publisher. Bustness Manager. or Owner

I

~u-

~&-sf
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11. Heavyweight Magnum )elliey. This 100% cotton polo golf shirt in navy and white by
1. Heavyweight 95% cotton fleece silver gray sweatpants with, covered elastic waistband, inside
J&M Sportswear® features "Lawrence Univers ity" embro idery. M, L, XL, XXL. $35 .9i
• drawstring, two pockets, elastic cuffs, and navy "Lawrence" imprint. M, L, XL. $29.95
12. Youth t-shirt. White or gray with metallic go ld Lawrence seal and blue insigni a
2. Champion's® famous heavyweight Reverse Weave® sweatshirt with "Lawrence" imprint.
overlay. S (6/8), M (10/12), L (14/16). $12.95
90% cotton/10% rayon. Navy, hunter, or silver gray. M, L, XL. $39.95 XXL $42.95
13. Toddler and Youthwear, 50% cotton/5 0% poly~ster. Navy with metallic gold imprint.
3. "Lawrence Conse rvatory" imprinted heavyweight Reverse Weave® sweatshirt by Champ i on~
Miniature collegiate-style sweatshirt by Third Street portswear® with cream mock collar
Navy or hunter. M, L, XL, XXL. $39.95
and miniature navy pocket on t~ leeve. 12 month, 2T , 4T. Youth 6/8, 10/12, 14/16.
4. C hampion's® famous heavyweight Reverse Weave® sweatshirt with "Lawrence Univer ity"
$19.95
•
imprint. 90% cotton/10% rayon. Silver gray or navy. M, L, XL. $39.95 X~ $42.95
14. J&M Sportswear® 100% cotton, low profile cap. Suede bill with hunter green or navy
Hooded available in silver gray only. $44.95
body, embroidered with "LU, Lawrence University, Est. 184 7." $17.95
5. 100% nylog. trilobal windpant by Champion® lined in polyes(er/cotton jersey with elastic
15. Acrylic/wool blend athletic cap in navy, embroidered with "LU" on the front and "Lawrence"
. waistband, on seam pockets, clastic leg opening, and 12-inch zipper. Champ ion® logo and
arched aero s the back. $14.95
"Lawrence" embroidered on top left leg. Navy. M, L, XL, XXL. $37.95
16. Lawrence license plate frame. Set of two. $4.95
6. This 95% cotton heavyweight sweatshirt features a two-color "Lawrence Alumni" imprint.
M, L, XL, XXL. $41.95
17. "A Great and Good Work, " A History of Lawrence University, 1847-1964 by Profe sor
•
Emeritus of History Charles Breunig. Hard cover, 86 historic photographs. $ 19.50
7. Champion® 97% cotton heavyweight jersey t-shirt with athletic cur. Gray with "Lawrence
University" navy imprint. M, L, XL, XXL. $15 .95 '
· 18. Old-fashioned glass with Lawrence seal and rim in gold . $5.95
8. Heavyweight navy sweatshirt with paisley applique in 95% cotton. Beautifully embroidered
19. Glass beer mug with heavy beveled bottom. Lawrence seal in gold. $6.95
with "Lawrence Est. 1847." M, L, XL, XXL. $42.95
20. Cobalt blue ceramic coffee mug with gold seal and rim. $6.95
9. Champion® 100% rtVlon tricot mesh double-ply short with athletic cut and in ide drawstring.
21. Environmentally fr iendly 16 oz. ins.ulated plastic travel mug. $2.95
Na~ with "Lawrence University" insignia. M, L, XL, XXL. $21.95
f.
22. 32-inch pennant of soft feTr imprinted with "Lawrence" and university eal. $7.95
' 10. Preshrunk 100% cotton fle ece t-shirt. Lawrence insignia and seal in puff print. Gray/blue
23. Rear window sticker with "Lawrence University" and crest in hlue and white. $1.50
contrast on sleeve and collar. M, L, XL, XXL. $15.95
24. Blue pen and pencil set wjth Lawrence crest imprinted in go ld. $15.95

.
..
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please print or type
SHIPPING A D HANDLING:
Total
Descri ption
Color
Item"" Qty
ize

Name

•

$0-25 = $4.95
$25.01-50 = $5.95
over $50= $7.95

Air Freight and
second day UPS
available. at
extra charge

-

Address
City

State

Z1p
WI res. add 5% tax

Daytime phone number
MCor Visa"
Make checks payable to Union Station

'

Exp. date

,,

Use separate sheet of paper if necessary. Mail to: Lawrence University, Union Station, 615 East College Avenue, Appleton, WI 54911

.

Add Shipping & Handling
TOTAL AMOUNT
PHONE ORDH{S \\'ELCOI\IE 414-~) 2-h~ 12

•

'
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"

•

·•

•
•
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.
With
the help of a
$250,000, 1993
. grant from the W.M.
Keck Foundation, the Physics
'IJepartment has upgraded its computing
resources to support the enhancement of
advanced theoretical and experimental physics
cours-es. The computers permit students to visualize
complex physics concepts. Such efforts at visualization are
also being pursued elsewhere in the sciences, for example in the
statistics visualization lab developect'by the Mathematics Department.
The above-illustration, developed by Christopher Schmidt, '97, shows the
probability density for an electron in the (n,l,m=3,2,0) state of hydrogen.
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